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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
During the present stage of evolution in their field, 
educators have been seeking to reinstate values which were 
lost during the period of German intellectualism or de­
personalization. The values for which they have been striv­
ing are social. Today the content of education has two 
major emphases :
(1 ) the full and rounded personal development of 
the individual as an emotional as well as an intellectual being.
(2 ) the development of interaction among such 
developed individuals In a society which places 
first in its value scales the further develop­
ment of its individual members.!
An integral part of the educational curriculum is 
the physical education program. Educators understand the 
valws of physical education to extend beyond the develop­
ment of a powerful physique. The purpose of physical edu­
cation as described by Jessie Williams indicates its close 
relationship to the total education program;
Games, play, dance, sports and gymnastics are not 
conducted alone for the physical development they 
give. The unity of mind and body precludes any 
such narrow and fallacious view. Human relation­ships, social values, and moral standards are
1e , G. Williamson, Counseling Adolescents. (New 
Yorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc,, 1950), p. 22.
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Intimately bound up and associated with all the activities of physical education. This aspect of education in which the word physical denotes the means rather than the end is conducted with refer­
ence to all the legitimate aims of education ingeneral.2
The *interaction" of Wiich the educator speaks and 
the "human relationships" of %dilch the physical educator
j 'speaks create the field of study which the social scientist 
calls sociology.
The name sociology was coined by August Corate in 
193Ô as a name for "the coraprehensive objective study of 
the associated life of man."3 Corate believed that a method 
of exact investigation about mankind was a fundamental 
science. Clarity and impetus were given to the fundamental 
principles of sociology by Herbert Spencer in 1S?6. Spencer 
compared man to the cell; as the cell cannot function sat­
isfactorily in isolation so the individual needs others to 
function most effectively.^
Today sociology has expanded to include the all of 
social phenomena* The field of sociology is divided into 
areas such as anthropology, population, ecology, culture.
^Jesse Fairing Williams, Princlnles of Physical 
Education (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders andlTorapany, l94&), 
p. 10 «
^Webster’s Hew International Dictionary, Unabridged, 
(1934 Edition),
^Francis J. Brown, Educational Sociologr (New York; 
Prentice-Hall^ Inc., 1947), p. 24.
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social organization, social principles and processes, social 
problems, and social pathology*^ In any of these areas 
which deal with human relations, sociometry has become an 
accepted technique for the measurement of human interaction, 
Fr«B the derivation of the word, socius meaning companion 
and metric meaning measure, any method of measuring human 
relations could be called sociometrie. Fairchild’s socio­
logical definition of sociometry is: "an approach to the
study of sociology which emphasizes the operational defi­
nition of sociological concepts and the description of 
human relationships and other social phenomena in quanti­
tative or mensurative terms.
Although a great deal has been done with sociometric 
techniques since the 1 9 3 0’s, little of the research has been 
made in the field of physical education. This seems unusual 
since "the strongest trend in all education, physical edu­
cation included, moves in the direction of education for 
social living— social living in a democratic society. 
Physical education holds a strategic position at this time. 
There is growing recognition of the great values relating 
to social living which are Inherent in the sports program."7
^Ibid.. p. 26,
%enry P* Fairchild, Dictionary of Sociology (New 
York: Philosophical Library, 1944)» PP* 303-304.
^Dorothy S, Ainsworth et al*. Individual Snorts for 
Women (Philadelphia: W* B, Saunders Company, 1949Î, p. ill
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The importance lies in the measurement of the values of 
sports classes to the individual and to the improvement of 
the physical education instructional program*
The Women* s Section of the Physical Education Depart­
ment at Montana State University is progressive in its at­
titudes toward establishing a program which will contribute 
the greatest good to the education and development of the 
individual*^ With the cooperation of the Physical Education 
Department the writer found an excellent opportunity in this 
study to bring the science of sociometry Into action in the 
relatively untouched field of physical education.
I. THE PROBLEM
With an understanding that social processes are 
constantly at work in the various types of group and in­
dividual physical education classes and with a basic under­
standing that sociometry is a technique accepted in the 
measurement of social Interaction, this study has been set 
up as an exploratory study of the measurement and evaluation 
of unstructured class situations in women's physical education* 
The sociometric technique as developed by its 
founder, J* L. Moreno, has been the measurement of the
^Agnes Stoodley, Associate Professor of Health and 
Physical Education, quoted with permission*
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amount of social organisation as shown by social groups.
The individual Is required to make his choices (the choices 
dependent upon the questions set up In the study) from the 
group of which he Is a member.
Acceptance and rejection are indications of social 
organisation. The forerunner to acceptance and rejection 
of people Is acquaintanceship. A person may be well-known 
and disliked, or be well-known and liked. One person may 
feel a strong dislike for a person, but with an increasing 
degree of acquaintanceship this feeling can be reversed to 
one of acceptance. The reverse can also be true. A person 
who is completely unknown is neither liked nor disliked.
With the idea that acquaintanceship is fundamental 
to social interaction, an acquaintanceship test9 was used 
to collect data for the study.
The purposes of this study were threefoldî
(1) ÿo measure the increase in indicated acquaint­
anceship in seven women's physical education classes at 
Montana State University over a period of seven weeks during 
winter quarter, 1 9 5 0.
(2) To analyze the differences in the socialization 
process between classes in group sports and individual sports
9Adapted from David Brody. ”A Genetic Study of Social­
ity Pattern of College Women,'* (A Study reported at the 1950 
annual meeting of the American College Personnel Association).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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as indicated by the differences in the increase or decrease 
in acquaintanceship volume.
(3) To consider the acquaintance ship test not only as 
a usable technique to measure, acquaintanceship but also as a 
device to assist the instructor in locating students with 
acquaintanceship problems.
II. DEFINITIONS
To give the reader a better understanding of the 
problems in the study, the words commonly used in the field 
of social interrelations have been defined:
Sociology: "is understood to indicate an organized
body of knowledge that may be used for the understanding, 
control and reconstruction of social relations in particular 
or in general."^®
Sociometry: "may be described as a means of pre­
senting simply and graphically the entire structure of 
relations existing at a given time among members of a given 
group.
Sociometrie test: "an attempt to measure the
IOL. L. Bernard, The Fields and Methods of Sociology 
(New York: Farrar and Rinehart, 19341, p. é.~
TlRelen H. Jennings, Sociometry in Group Relations 
(Washington, B.C.: American Council on Education, 1948},
p • 1 1.
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direction and intensity of human relations."^i
Acquaintanceship rating; the average rating which 
any member of the class receives from the other members of 
the group.
Individual sport or activity: a sport or activity
in which the individual develops his skill for his own 
benefit ; a sport in which any competition will be person 
against person.
Group sport: a sport in which a number of people
work together in a group t<̂  achieve a result; a sport in 
which skill is developed not only for self satisfaction but 
also for the betterment of a group which form a team.
IV. 'IMPORTANCE OP THE SUBJECT
In the field of education there is value in any study 
which has an ultimate objective in the adjustment and wel­
fare of the individual student. Some value lies in the 
instrument used, but an even more important value lies in 
the use to which the instrument is put. The collection of 
statistics is of little value unless the educator puts the 
results to practical use in his teaching situation.
The physical education field is one in which the 
social processes are constantly at work. The old idea that
l^John C. McKinney, "An Educational Application of a 
Two-Dimensional Socitxnetrlc Test," Sociometry. 11-4:356, 
November, 194^.
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the purpose of physical education is to develop the body has 
gradually given way to a theory of total education. All the 
advantages for the working of the social processes in the 
physical education classes are being recognized and exploit­
ed. The physical education instructor is eager to under­
stand his students, and is equally eager to have a schedule 
which will promote the greatest growth for his students.
The study of the two types of physical education 
classes, individual activities and group sports, was pointed 
toward the evaluation of different sports as socializing 
agents for the student. After indicating statistically the 
greater value of one type of physical education class for 
increasing acquaintanceship, there will be an attempt to 
show how that same study could be used to locate the individ­
ual in the group who might need help in adjustment to work 
and play with his own contemporaries. The importance of 
acquaintanceship was emphasized by Bronfenbrenner when he 
wrote: *The proportion of neglectees tends to decrease as
the members of the group become better acquainted."^3
Other studies which have dealt with sociometrie tech­
niques have been chiefly concerned with the average class­
room situation. These studies have been essential]in the
33Urie Bronfenbrenner, ®A Constant Frame of Reference 
for Sociometrie Research,** Sociometry, 7:40, 1944.
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development of sociometrie techniques and their practical 
use* They have been indicators of what can be done, but it 
is amazing to find that so few studies have been made in 
physical education* It is difficult to understand why such 
a productive field for study of student interaction has 
been neglected.
The subject has importance to the educator because 
it helps the student; the subject has importance to the 
physical educator because of the growing recognition of 
the social processes Wiich are at work in the classes In 
sports. One value of this study lies in the fact that it 
has taken a fundamental process of interaction, that of 
acquaintanceship, around which to revolve an exploratory 
examination of human relationships.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER II 
RELATED RESEARCH
The sociometrie technique for measuring the social 
structure of groups has developed extensively since the 
early 1930*s. In a sense Moreno can be looked upon as the 
father of sociometry. His original publication. Who Shall 
Survive. established this objective means for measuring 
social relationships,̂  Helen H, Jennings is another pioneer 
and authority in this field,
Loomis and Pepinsky, in their thorough survey of 
socicxnetric research, point to the significance of the so-r 
eiontetric test as a reliable and valid method of measuring 
social interaction within a group,2
From the total pattern of interrelationships sociom­
etry has narrowed to the more intensive examination of the 
particular clusters of friends which make up the total 
structure. It has bden moving gradually into the field of 
personality characteristics, searching for the reasons why 
people are either accepted or rejected.
L, Moreno, Who Shall Survive? (Washington. D,C,: 
Nervous and Mental Diseases *̂utllshing Company, 1934$,437 PP.
2Charles P, Loomis and Harold B, Pepinsky, "Sociom-f 
etry, 1937^19471 Theory and Methods," Soclonietry. 11:262, 
August, 1948.
\
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No one has been more concerned with the understanding 
of the Individual student than the Instructor In physical 
education. Sociometry should open up to the Instructor in 
this field methods of checking group interaction for the 
promotion of better total class adjustment of the individ­
ual to the group. This should show its effects in increased 
friendship and ultimately in a deeper understanding and 
tolerance for associates. In fact, the total individual 
should be benefited by the study of his position in the 
group and the reasons for his position in relation to the 
rest of the group*
One of Moreno’s basic ideas was that a social group 
"is effective in proportion as Individuals within the group 
accept each other as collaborators in activities."^ Through 
his practical work during the 1930’s Moreno stimulated an 
extensive number of sociometrie studies of group life. Fun­
damentally the processes in sociometry have not changed to 
any great extent. The sociometrie test evolved through 
Moreno’s idea of measuring interpersonal relations by choice 
patterns* The questions presented to be answered vary 
according to the situation— living group, working group, 
friendship, acquaintanceship, or recreation. The
3j, L. Moreno, "Progress and Pitfalls in Sociometrie 
Theory," Sociometry, 1 0-3 :2 6 8, August, 1947.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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measurement Indicates acceptées, rejectees, and Isolates.4
I. STUDIES ON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LEVEL
The studies varied from the kindergarten to the 
adult level and were made In various parts of the United 
States. Merl Bonney studied Intermediate grade children 
in the Denton, Texas schools to find that there was a re­
lationship between social success, family size, socio-eco­
nomic home background, and Intelligence.^
Helen Jennings was working with/a practical problem 
when she gave a sociometrie test to sixty-four fifth and 
sixth grade girls In order to form six groups of Girl Scouts. 
She felt that the success of the Scout patrols was due to 
the carefully planned placing of each girl, who had given 
her choice as to the girls she would want in her patrol.
This substantiated Helen Jenningses claim that "when an In­
dividual Is with others who respond to him and whom he wants 
to be with he has greater security. The more secure he Is 
as a person, the more released he feels and can behave In
^Acceptées, scmetlmes called stars, are those In 
the group who are most accepted by other members of the group,
Rejectees are those most rejected by the members of the group.
Isolates are those who are neither accepted nor re­
jected by the other members of the group.
^Merl E, Bonney, "Relationships Between Social Suc­
cess, Family Size, Socio-Economic Home Background, and In­
telligence Among School Children In Grades III to IV," 
Sociometry. 7î26-39t January, 1944#
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the group. As he is emotionally freer of tension and doubt 
and hesitancies of different sorts, he can contribute and 
function better within the total group.
Hayighurst and Janke studied 114 ten year old children 
in a typical mid-western community and found a positive cor­
relation between social status^ and ability.^
To prove that sociometry could be used to point 
toward clearer insight into group patterns and thus forward 
the **Cne World" idea, Gretchen Atkinson studied thirty-four 
fourth and fifth grade pupils in Marquette School, South 
Bend, Indiana. By giving three tests over a period of two 
years she felt that the progress of the students chosen in­
dicated that the planned placing of the children in activ­
ities was showing profitable results.^
Northway and Quarrington were able to show by means 
of a target pattem^O that in five intermediate grades in
^elen Jennings, "Sociometry in Action,” Survey 
Midmonthly. 04:41-44, Fall, 1948.
^Social status: how the group reacts to an Individ­
ual in respect to a specific situation.
^Robert Havighurst and Leota Janke, "Relations Between 
Ability and Social Status in a Midwestern Community," Journal 
of Educational Psychology. 35:351-368, Spring, 1944.
^Gretchen Atkinson, "The Sociogram as an Instrument in 
Social Studies Teaching and Evaluatioh," Elementary School 
Journal. 50-2:74-85, October, 1949#
lÛTarget pattern or diagram as developed by Northway 
shows not only the acceptance and rejection pattern but also, 
by the use of concentric circles, indicates socio-economic
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the Toronto publie schools Jewish children were found on all 
the social levels and that they held positions of leadership 
and isolation similar to Gentiles.
Going deeper than likes and dislikes» Bavelas tested 
for group and individual ideology. His questions included 
«What could a child of your age do at school that would be 
a good thing to do and someone would praise him?" "Who 
would praise him?" He had nine repetitions of this question 
and then a similar unit of nine scold questions by the same 
Indirect method. Through tabulating the answers he found 
out the ideology of the Individual and of the group as a 
whole. By this method the author was able to secure a cross- 
section of community opinion through the results of the 
questions given to the children. He made recommendations 
for ths use of such a study to secure community opinion 
concerning problems of race relations* socio-economic friction, 
and local custom.
continued)status of the student. By dividing the concentric 
circles into four parts, two other things, such as sex and 
nationality, can be indicated.
llMary h* Northway and Bruce Quarrington, "Depict­
ing Inter-^Cultural Relations," Sociometry, 9-4:334-339, 
November, 194$•
l^Alex Bavelas, "A Method for Investigating Indi­
vidual and Group Ideology," Sociometry. 5:371-377, November, 
1942.
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By quoting the study of Moreno’s experiment with 
five hundred girls in New fork’s Training School for Girls, 
Hubley recommended the use of sociometry In assignment of 
foster children to families, for use in penal and mental 
institutions, and for use in racial difficulties and juve­
nile delinquency.^^
Two inter-racial school classes and three all-negro 
classes were used by Seeman to study intra-group negro atti­
tudes. The Ohio Social Acceptance Scale, which Includes 
questions similar to the sociometrie test, was used. The 
results merely suggested the possibility that skin coloring 
did exercise an influence on choice.Although Joan Cris­
well discounted many of Seeman’s suggested possibilities, 
the former’s study showed the wide variety of uses to which 
the soclcwnetric type of test can be put.
As a brief summary of the related research of 
sociometrie techniques applied at the grade school level, 
the writer found that socicwKstry had many valuable uses. As
l^Grant Hubley, "Sociometry or Exploding the Social 
Atom," Education. 6S:407-412, March, 1948.
14Melvin Seeman, "A Situational Approach to Intra- 
Group Negro Attitudes," Sociometry. 9:199-206, May-August, 
1946.
15Joan H, Criswell, "Note on Seeman’s Approach to 
Intra-Group Negro Attitudes," Sociometry. 9:207-209, May- 
August, 1 9 4 6*
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a technique sociometry indicated the structure of the class; 
it went much deeper by measuring the relationship between 
social success and various racial, socio-economic, and cul­
tural factors. The bearing of these factors upon scholastic 
success could also be determiined. The value of the test for 
planned placing of pupils was proved by its success in class­
room activities and the six Girl Scout piatrols. It was found 
to be a useful technique in finding out race relations, 
socio-economic frictions^ and local customs. It had recom­
mended uses in adoption and with the underprivileged.
II. RESEARCH AT HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL
"Society, and thus the individual, exists only in 
relationships; consequently, reasonably accurate quantitative 
statements concerning relationships contribute to an under­
standing of the individual and his behavior.With con­
cern for the individual and his social pattern, McKinney used 
members of a ninth grade class as subjects. Ha worked out 
three behavioral indices: social status, compatibility,
and sociality.^7 The individual appraisal sheet which he
1 AJohn Ci McKinney, "An Educational Application of 
a Two-Dimensional Sociometrie Test,** Sociometry. 11-4:356, 
November, 194S.
17social status index: the sum of intensities {sum of
acceptances accorded a group member plus the sum of rejec­
tions) divided by the number in the group minus 1.
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made for each student included the three indices and also%a 
sociogram profile so that the individual's behavior indices 
were compared to the group mean, the social atom, and the 
group appraisal of the individual*
Jones made a study of seventy-eight boys from a 
normal urban school population* He took ten of the physical­
ly strongest from the group of seventy-eight and also ten of 
the physically weakest* From the study of these seventeen 
year old-boys, Jones found that "physical deficiency tended 
to generate other deficiencies*" He demonstrated that 
"competitive athletic skills are among the chief sources of 
social esteem in the period preceding maturity.Jones 
made no attempt to apply this to girls*
In studying a tenth grade class. Cook found that on 
giving a second sociometrie test, the factions within the 
group had become much tighter knit.^®
17(continued)
Compatibility index: M (the number of mutual orreciprocal acceptances) divided by the number in the group 
minus 1 *
Sociality index: the acceptances made by a person
divided by the possible choices*
1^McKinney, op* cit.. p. 366-367*
l^Harold S. Jones, "Physical Ability as a Factor in 
Social Adjustment in Adolescence," Journal of Educational 
Research. 40:267-301, December, 194FI
^^Lloyd A. Cook, "An Experimental Sociographic Study 
of a Stratified 10th Grade Class," American Sociological 
Review, 10:250-261, April, 1945.
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Van Dyne made no conclusive statements in her study 
of thirty-five girls in a private girls^ camp during the 
summer of 1936. She suggested that girls tend to choose as 
friends other girls of similar chronological age, and simi­
lar degree of dominance and sociability. In addition to 
using the sociometrie technique of choosing friends she 
used the Bernreuter Personality Inventory.
The four studies made at the high school level tended 
to emphasize the position of the individual. They attempted 
to seek the reasons for social esteem. Although the articles 
were far from conclusive in their statements, they showed 
the various facets of the study*
III. RESEARCH AT COLLEGE LEVEL
It was of special interest to note that of the seven 
studies reviewed at the college level, six were concerned 
with groups of girls^ Evans and Wilson used 140 girls in 
one residence hall at Indiana University to study the factors 
that contribute to friendship among college women. They did 
this by the use of one simple question-- "Please list the 
names of your best friends among the students in this hall.? 
The results showed that roommates foster friendships. This
^^C. Virginia Van Dyne^ "Personality Traits and 
Friendship Formation in Adolescent Girlsj" Journal of 
Social Psvcholorrvi. 12:291-303j November, 1940.
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did not lead one to believe that they were roommates because 
they were first friends. Friendship was also fostered by 
the proximity of the rooms. Interclasa cleavage was strong. 
Members of the Jewish and Catholic religions showed suf­
ficient cleavage to indicate that a common religion fosters
friendship.22
r Thirty-four girls In one sorority house on the North­
western University campus were used as subjects by French 
and Mensh to obtain evidence concerning the relations of 
the sociometric status of an individual to "(1) the group's 
rating of him with reference to several personality char­
acteristics; (2) ratings of him by individuals of varying 
sociometric status; (3) his ratings of himself."23 They 
found that the collection of data warranted the hypothesis 
that low sociometric status involves generalized feelings 
of insecurity "which predispose to inflation of certain 
typed of self-ratings."23
At Ohio State University 140 girls were selected 
for sampling. These girls lived in eight corridors of the
22m , Catherine Evans and Margaret Wilson, "Friendship 
Choices of University Women Students," Educational and 
Psychological Measurement. 9-3:307, Autumn I, 1949•
23Robert L. French and Ivan N. Mensh, "Some Relation­
ships Between Inter-Personal Judgments and Sociometric 
Status in a College Group," Sociometry. 11-4:335-345, November, 1946.
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residence halls. By using the "guess who" test^^ and a 
soci<»&etric test Margaret Powell found, in comparing self- 
ratings with peer-ratings and ratings by the assistant head 
residents, that the girls lacked self-insight regarding 
their own adjustment.^^
Skubic made a study of 326 freshman and sophomore 
women at the University of Southern California to test a 
hypothesis that a teacher can do much to decrease the number 
of isolated students in her physical education classes by 
effective teaching for social participation. The results 
showed that In three classes tested (classes in swimming, 
dance, and volleyball) the acquaintance volume, and hence 
the volume of social interaction, was almost doubled over 
a period of six weeks. The results showed that the volley­
ball class, which was the only group-participation sport of 
those sports studied by Skubic, showed a greater increase in 
acquaintance volume than did the other two individual 
sports.
24**Guess who" test had ten positive and ten negative 
questions such as "Who of this group is the best student?" Correlation with a sociometric test was .86.
^^Margaret Powell, "Comparison of Self-Ratings, and 
Experts Ratings of Personality AdjustmentEducational and Psychological Measurement. 8-2:225-234, 19t8.
^^Elvera Skubic, "A Study in Acquaintanceship and 
Social Status in Physical Education Classes," Research 
Quarterly. 20:80-8?, March, 1949.
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In testing 316 freshman and sophomore women at the 
University of California at Los Angeles, the findings of 
Ardith Frost showed that there was no close relationship 
between scores made on the French and Cooper Repeated 
Volley's Test and the students' choices of teammates and
friends.^7
Breck, also at the University of California at Los 
Angeles, found in her study in the women’s physical educa­
tion department that there existed a low positive correla­
tion between skill and friendship as a factor affecting 
status.
Two classes in Introductory Sociology at New York 
University were used by Thrasher and Kerletter to show a 
manner in which a sociometric study can be translated into 
action to promote better citizenship. A sociometric test 
was administered at the beginning of the semester to both 
classes. At the end of the semester the test was repeated. 
The results indicated that the planned forming of commit­
tees by use of the results of the first test had been of 
great value to the individual students. Not only had the
^^Ardlth B. Frost, "The Relationship Between a Volley 
Ball Test and Students' Choices of Teammates and Friends," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, The University of California 
at Los Angeles, 1949.
^^Sabina Breck, "A Sociometric Measurement of Status 
in Physical Education Classes,” Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
The University of California at Los Angeles, 1947.
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volume of choices increased, but the reasons for the choice 
had become more intelligent. Instead of being superficial, 
the students gave such reasons as capacity, ability, intelli* 
gence, and tolerance. This study indicated that by careful 
planning more of the potentialities of each individual can 
be released. The authors suggested that sociometry could be 
used for more effective teaching and more effective control 
of environmental forces.29
The studies on the University level were aimed not 
only at the examination of the forces at work in human re­
lations, but also were experimental in attempting to show 
what could be accomplished in aiding the individual through 
greater insight, on the part of the instructor, into human 
relations.
IV. SÛ iMART
The aim of all the scciometric studies was a plan of 
measuring the scfiial interaction of people so that the in­
dividual having troublé with social adjustment could be 
located and assisted in his adjustment to group living, work- 
ing, or playing.
29prederic M, Thrasher and Leona Kerletter, "Sociom­
etry and an Activity Program on the University Level," 
Sociometry. 10-2:17S-1S5, May, 1947.
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Of the many studies in the field of sociometry which 
were reviewed only three were in the field of physical edu­
cation. Two of these were unpublished theses presented 
for Master’s Degrees at the University of Southern Califor­
nia at Los Angeles. Such a dearth of pertinent literature 
in such an important field of education indicates the 
present need for sociometric study in physical education.
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CHAPTER III 
THE STUDY
The degree acquaintanceship test,^ sometimes referred 
to as acquaintanceship questicmnaire, was chosen for this 
study# After a careful examination of the types of tests 
given to measure social interaction, it was decided to give 
both the acquaintanceship test and an un limited'̂  choice type 
of sociometric test to all women students enrolled in physi­
cal education classes at the University# The tests were 
given during the third week and the tenth week of the winter 
quarter# From the ccmpleteness of the results, and to suit 
the purposes of the study, seven of twenty classes were 
selected for the study#
I, SETTING UP THE QUESTIONNAIRE
A questionnaire was prepared to give to 369 under­
graduate students In twenty physical education classes for 
wcmen at Montana State University during winter quarter, 
1 9 5 0# It was decided to incorporporate two types of test 
in the questionnaire to measure social relations. This 
questionnaire was given the third and again the tenth week 
of the quarter#
^Given in detail on following page.
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The first type of test dealt with acquaintanceship.
In it were listed the names of all girls in each class being 
studied* Following each name wore given degrees of ac­
quaintanceship, one of which was to be circled. The degrees 
as listed were: A. Not at all B. Only slightly C. To some
extent D. Fairly well E. Very well.^
Part two of the test was an unlimited choice type of 
sociometric measurement* The person taking the test had 
space to give an unlimited list of members of the class whom 
she would prefer as friends. Another such list was to be 
made for choice of teammates and of leaders of sports. Op­
posite each of these listings were to be put the names of 
the members of the class whwn they would not prefer as 
friends, teammates, and leaders.^
All of the questionnaires were mimeographed to keep 
the situation as uniform as possible in the different 
classes. This reduced possible error caused by variation in 
instructions. The mimeographed form in which all the mater­
ial was presented not only reduced possible student error but 
also made the computation of statistics much simpler
^See Appendix, p. Ô9. 
3see Appendix, p. 90.
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II, .GIVING THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Test I was given during a regularly scheduled class 
period during the third week of winter quarter. Since many 
of the classes in physical education were in session at the 
same time, the test was administered by the regular in-* 
structor. To minimise the effect of the various teacher 
personalities upon the questionnaire results, the instruc* 
tions on the questionnaires were complete so that the teacher 
read no directions which were not printed on each set of 
papers distributed to the students. To reduce as much as 
possible this type of error, a mimeographed copy of instruc­
tions to the teachers was placed in each folder with the 
questionnaires.̂
The same questionnaire was given to the same twenty 
groups at the end of winter quarter, a lapse of seven weeks 
from the time the previous questionnaire was administered.
As in the case of test 1, test 2 was given during a regular­
ly scheduled class period* It was administered by the 
regular instructor, the same one who had administered test 1. 
The same mimeographed instructions were again given to the 
instructor.
^See Appendix, p. 6Ô.
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III. CLASSES CHOSEN FOR STUDY
From the twenty classes, which included 369 students, 
seven classes were chosen for study.
The selection of the seven classes for study was 
made upon the basis of:
(1) Sise of class
(2) Type of sport represented
(3) Completeness of the returned questionnaires.
The classes were purposely kept small by the physi­
cal education department in order to assist the individual 
student. In no classes, with the exception of square danc­
ing, were more than thirty students allowed to enroll. In 
many of the individual sports, such as swlmoing, the number 
was kept under twenty. To have the subject groups more 
balanced as to size and also to have them large enough for 
social interaction, it was decided to choose only those 
classes with twenty or more students for this study.
To make a study of group sports versus individual 
sports it was necessary to have a balance in number of 
students concerned between the two. There would be no basis 
of comparison if the majority of the classes chosen for the 
study reposented either group sports or individual activ­
ities. Those chosen were:
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Group Sports
Basketball I 21 studentsBasketball II 20
Recreational Sports III 23 Volleyball IV 20
Total ~ W ~
Individual Activities
Bowling V 24 studentsBowling VI 27Dance VII 26
Total “77"
The students indicated by the numbers listed above 
represent those receiving grades in the course. Of that 
number seven failed to take one of the fourteen tests. This 
meant that the results were 96^ c<xnplete.
It will be noted that a class in recreational sports 
was Included in "group sports". Often recreational sports 
include only such sports as ping-pong or badminton, which 
are individual sports. During the quarter in which the 
students were given the questionnaire, the course in recrea­
tional sports included sufficient number of group games to 
merit consideration with the group sports.5
' The seven classes were considered a random sampling 
of Montana St^te University women. Each undergraduate woman 
student is required to take six quarters of physical educa­
tion. "During the 6 quarters, students are required to par-
5Stoodley, on. cit.. quoted with permission.
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tlcipate in one team sport, one individual sport, one dance 
class and one swimming c l a s s , T w o  physical education 
classes become completely elective and the possibility of 
the class being elective or required during this quarter 
was an uncontrolled factor^ During the quarter in which 
this study was made only sixteen medical excuses were 
issued to University women ̂ which excused them from partiel-̂  
pation in physical education classes,^ Winter quarter the 
same registration procedure was followed as had been used 
in previous quarters; No class or classes were arranged to 
fit the needs of the testing program; Only the Director of 
Women's Physical Education was consulted in advance and knew 
that such a test would be given.
The test was not set up to interfere with the planned 
course of instruction for the class. The classes were con­
ducted during the winter quarter under the same conditions 
as any other quarter.
By using winter quarter the Influence of living 
group or sorority affiliation on acquaintanceship was rela­
tively stable; The living group for each girl remained 
relatively constant during winter quarter. Few changes
University of Montana Bulletin, No, 42^, July, 1949, p, 102.
^Charles R. Lyons, M, D,, Director of Student 
Health Service, quoted with permission.
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were made between fall and winter quarter; so each girl 
lived in the same group as she did when she entered the 
University at the beginning of fall quarter. Since rushing 
and pledging took place early in the fall quarter, this did 
not exercise undue influence on each girl's acquaintance­
ship volume during winter quarter. Many of the freshmen 
girls were in survey courses which extended over two or 
three quarters; so, although the new acquaintances formed 
in other classes was an uncontrolled factor, it did not 
appear to be a major influence which would invalidate the 
results of the study^
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CHAPTER IT 
RESULTS
As an initial step in the analysis of the data, tvro 
charts were prepared for each class. The chart for Test 1 
in each class included a listing of the ratings of each 
girl in the class by the other class members. The chart 
for Test 2 in each class included a similar listing of the 
ratings of each girl in the class by the other class mem­
bers. Test 1 was administered during the third week of 
the quarter; Test 2 was administered during the tenth week 
of the same quarter. The interval of time elapsing between 
the ratings listed on the charts for Test 1 and 2 thus rep­
resented a period of seven weeks. Since seven classes were 
Involved in the study and each class had two tests, four­
teen charts are presented in Tables I to XIV in Appendix A.
In the preparation of the charts all names were 
coded as letters of the alphabet. In each chart the coded 
names are listed from top to bottom and from left to right. 
A point score was given for the extent to which each person 
was known as was indicated on the questionnaire:
A. 1 point if "Not at all" were circled.
B. 2 points if "Only slightly" were circled.
C. 3 points if "To some extent" were circled.
D. 4 points if "Fairly well" were circled.
E. 5 points if "Very well" were circled.
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8o, If Mary Doa Indicated ^at she knew Su# Jonea
very ##11* a $ #aa placed acrosa from the letter which wae
subatltuted for Mary 0o#*e zmæ and in the eoluzm under the
letter which vaa eubstituted for Sue Jonea*# name. The mean
rating of each person was the total of these Mitings as
given by other am%&}ers of the class divided by the msaber
wdio had rated the girl*
To determine whether the difference in i^an ratings
on Test 1 and on Test 2 for each of the seven classes were
statistically significant values were calculated* The
formula ei^loyed In the calculation of the ̂  values was that
presented by 3hr# Sappenfield.1 The corzwsponding levels of
probability for each value of ̂  was determined from tables
2provided by Lindquist*
It will be noted in Table I that in each of the s@v@i 
classes the difference in Mean Ratings between Test 1 and 
Test 2 would occur in less than 1 cose out of a hundred as 
a result of errors of random sampling# that is each differ­
ence is statistically sigpoifioant at the 1^ level or better*
By using the correlation forcmla the score would 
have been larger than it was* Since it was already signif­
icant at the iS level# there was no particular point in
Differences ychology
diff%ee Appendix* p* 87*
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Class
GROUP SPORTS
Basketball I 
Basketball II 
Recreational 
Sports III 
Volley Ball IV
INDIVIDU&I, SPORTS
Bowling V 
Bowling VI 
Dance VII
TABLE I
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIOHS 
BY CLASS
Ml «2 1 ®̂1 2̂ <t m1 (TM2 (THitt t 1̂  level*
2.156 3.126 .97 21 21 .107 .0 6 6 .125 7 .7 6 2.8312.11 3.26 1.17 20 19 .077 .0756 .107 10 .92 2.645
2.062 2.926 .6 4 23 22 .104 .062 .132 6 .3 9 2 .6 07
2.03 3.07 1 .0 4 20 20 .114 .095 .146 7.02 2.645
Are Mn 1.006
2.015 2.382 .367 24 24 .045 .063 .077 4.76 2.797
1.623 2.27 .447 27 26 .05 .076 .092 4.85 2.779
2.416 3.009 .563 26 26 .146 .128 .194 3.00 2 .7 7 1
Ave Mn .465
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
*E. F* Lindquist, Statistical Analysis in Educational Research. (New York: 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940), p. 53-
ww
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employing the more Involved formula*
The evidence indicated that girls within each of the 
physical education classes studied became more acquainted 
with each other as the quarter progressed*
I. SIGNIFICANCE METHOD
The next step was to determine whether the mean 
increase in acquaintanceship was significantly greater in 
group sports than in individual sports* Two methods were 
used: one dealt with two distributions, classes in group
sports and classes in individual sports, made up of the in­
dividuals; the other method dealt with two distributions 
made up of the four classes in group sports and the three 
classes in individual sports*
In method X, when considering the two distributions 
as made up of the individuals in the classes, the t value 
was found to be 6*70* Table II contains the steps Involved 
in the process of locating the t value* The value of 6.78 
is greater than la indicated on the standard table^ for the 
1^ level* This means that the difference In mean ratings 
between group sports and individual sports is large enough
3Bert R* Sappenfield, 0£* cit 
^See Appendix, p, 07*
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TABLE II
SIGNIFICANCE 
METHOD I
DISTRIBUTION GROUP SPORTS
dTest 2 Test Test Test Test f fd fd2Ratings Class- I II III IV
4.00
3.ÔO-3.99 11 1 2 4 8 32
3.60-3#79 3 2 5 3 15 45
3.40-3.59 4 3 3 1 11 2 22 44
3.20-3*39 6 4 3 4 17 1 17 62
3.00-3.19 6 4 4 4 1Ô 0
2.Ô0-2.99 2 3 4 3 12 -1 ^12 12
2.60-2.79 2 1 4 2 9 -2 —18 36
2.40-2.59 1 2 2 5 -3 -15 45
2.20-2.39 1 1 2 -4 —8 32
2.00-2.19 1 1 -5 -5 25
TOTALSN
M 3 S.D.
TM
21
.135.290
193.2S
.32
22
2,92 3 
.37
20
.07
.41
82
3.099
.374
.0415
2SÔ
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Ratings Class- 
4.00
3.60-3.99
3.60-3.79
3.40-3.59
3.20-3.39
3.00-3.19
2.60-2.99
2.60-2.79
2.40-2.59
2.20-2.39
2.00-2.19 
1.Ô0-1.99
1.60-1.79
1.40-1.59
TABLE II-A
SIGNIFICAKCE METHOD I
DISTRIBUTION INDIVIDUAL SPORTS
Test 2 
Test Test TestV VI VII f d fd
TOTALS
N
MS.D
CM
6
5 
4
6 
2
2
6
1
9
1
2
4
1
2
4
5
3 
2
4 
1 
1
2
3
1
24 26 26 
2.36 2.27 3.00 
.30 .39 .66
2
4
5 
3 
3
6 
13
7
13
9
7
5
1
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
-1
—2
-3
-4
"5
76 
2.57
1067(Tdiff (Group versus Individual).076 
t 6.76
14
24
25 
12
9
12
13
-13
-16
-21
-20
-5
fd2
96
144
125
46
27
24 
13
109
13
36
63
60
25  ̂
-22-. 696
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to be si^lficant at the level or better; therefore, It 
could be Interpreted as representative of a difference likely 
to exist in the general population, of which the groups above 
are representative samplings,
II, SIGNIFICANCE METHOD 11$
In method II the two distributions were considered as 
being made up of four sub-groups in the first distribution 
and three in the second. Using this method the value of t 
was found to be 3.57. Steps in the statistical processes 
are found in Table III. This t value was found to be sig­
nificant at the 2^ level or better. With the value of t 
above the 2% level it can again be interpreted from this 
particular test that the results would be representative of 
a difference likely to exist in the general population,
SUmiART OF RESULTS OF TESTS
The results indicate that:
(1) the difference in Mean Rating between the first 
and second tests for each of the classes are statistically 
significant.
(2) the classes in group sports contribute to greater 
increases in acquaintanceship than do the classes in individ­
ual sports.
$E, F, Lindquist, op. cit.. pp. 72-73, 57, 53 (pages listed in order used).
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TABLE III
SIGNIFICANCE 
mTHOD II
SAMPLE I
(Results of test 2 on Classes in Group Sports)
Class N T M (T X M)
1 21 6 5 ,6 4 6 3,126 2 0 5 .2 0 9
2 19 6 2 ,3 2 0 3 ,2 8 2 0 4 .4 0 9
3 22 6 4 ,3 7 2 2 .9 2 6 188.352
4 20 61.40 3,07 1 8 8 .4 9 8
Step 1 82 2 5 4 ,7 3 8 786.468
Wt. M. 3)099
Step 2 T X 1ïft -789.433 ♦7 8 6 .4 6 8
Step 3 82 )- 2.965 ( 2 46 
y05 
422
-.036
Step 4 - , 0 3 6-, *4
-,144
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TABLE III-A
SIGNIFICANCE METHOD II
SAMP;^ II
(Results of test 2 on Classes in Individual Activities)
Class N T M (T X M)
1 24 57.168 2,382 136,174
2 26 59.150 2 .2 7 5 1 3 4 .5 6 6
3
Step 1 
Wt, M.
28 8 4 .2 5 2  
78 200.570 
2,57
3.009 253.514
5 2 4 .2 5 4
Step 2 t X Wt M -515^465♦5 2 4 .2 5 4
Step 3 78 ) 8:789'(
1
.1 1 2
Step 4 .1 1 2
.5^
of âSpîe II l:\ïï *336 t -.lU = .192 - (Kdî -Ed|) 
%  - 3.099 - 2.57 .529
- .529 ■_ .529  si22_
^.0364 % 4S&3 '1.022154 .148
= 3.57
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III. INDIVIDUAL RESULTS
The data for Individual students Indicate that the 
lesser known of the group can be readily identified for 
special attention. The retest of the individual indicates 
the effectiveness of methods which mi^t have been used to 
help the individual in his socializing process. The results 
gave answers to such questions as: Was the girl not known
by members of her group? Did the results of her own 
answers indicate that she wanted friends? Was the girl’s 
average increase on the retest sufficient to Indicate that 
the methods used for socializing were successful? Had the 
class met the socializing needs of the majority of its 
members?
Any study becomes more meaningful if it goes beyond 
the group to the individual. When one test of this sort is 
given, one reason for a person's not being well-known is 
often obvious— she is a newcomer to the group. If, when the 
retest is given, her mean acquaintanceship rating is still 
low, it means that she should have individual attention.
This study was not intended to go beyond the location of 
the student who needs help in becoming acquainted with other 
members of the group. To illustrate: in Bowling V, the
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Test 1 Test 2 Difference
2*23 2.17 — .06
2.31 2.35 ♦ .04
1.91 1.96 ♦.05
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following scores were made;
Student 
A 
B 
C
The average Increase in acquaintanceship for the class was 
,367; so the three students increased their acquaintance 
with other members of the group about one eighth as much as 
did the average of the class. Girl A had lost ground in the 
degree to which others knew her during the quarter. The 
increase of her acquaintance with others was only .13.^
Unless the small increase of the above three cases 
was due to illness or some other physical factor which kept 
them from attending class regularly, it appeared that the 
girls did not make acquaintances easily. In the above cases, 
since the girls received grades in physical education, it 
was assumed that they attended class a sufficient number of 
times to be ccmipared with other members of the class. Al­
though the cases may be isolated, it would seem reasonable 
to recommend that the above girls should be encouraged to 
take a class in which there is group participation* By 
channeling a girl toward participation in physical education 
classes which would enlarge her group of acquaintances and
^See Appendix, pp. 74, 76.
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probably tend to enlarge her group of friends^ there would 
be a great deal done toward helping the Individual In her 
social adjustment and participation.
Another check to discover the retiring type of girl 
who should be in group sports would be to study the girl or 
girls with low mean ratings. If the rating of the other 
members of the class Indicated that she knew many more people 
than knew her. It would be Indicative that she showed an 
interest in knowing people, but apparently had not had the 
opportunity to be known by the other members of the group. 
Again the participation In group sports could be recommended 
as a possible experimental method of helping the social ad­
justment of the Individuals As examples of the above, which 
could be Isolated cases, girl B on Test II-1 was rated 1.05 
idille she gave to others a mean rating of 1.63. This same 
girl on Test I1-2 was rated 2*09 while she rated others 
2.39. Student B on Test V-1 was rated 1.65 and In turn 
rated the others 2.52. On Test V-2 this same girl was rated 
2.13 and rated others 3.47^ In both of these cases It looked 
as If the girls desired to know more people than was Indi­
cated knew them. This was merely to call to attention the 
many ways In which this simple test could be used to help 
find the individuals who need assistance In social adjust­
ment .
In contrast to the above examples of the girls whose 
acquaintance with others kept far ahead of those who knew
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them, student F on Test II-l was rated 1*09 by the other 
members of her class and rated others 2.34. On Test 11-2 
she was rated 3«31 in contrast to the 2.94 rating which she 
gave others. In making this comparison there was no attempt 
to prove the above example to be a normal rate of acquaint­
anceship growth— but it was especially interesting when com­
pared to the other examples cited.
As a simple diagnostic instrument, this test has many 
values as was indicated by the examples cited. It gives 
usable results. Because of the manner in which the ac- 
quaintanceship test was set up, the students answered it more 
carefully and with less hesitation than the section in which 
they were asked to list people they liked or disliked with­
out any pressing reason for their choice.
17. SÜM4ART OF R3SULTS FOR INDIVIDUAL
The acquaintanceship test does have diagnostic value.
By comparison of the results, individuals who need assistance 
in becoming acquainted with the other Bretmbers of the group 
can be readily located# If one class has failed to meet 
the need in broadening acquaintanceship volume of the members 
within the group, the individuals can be channeled into the 
group which will meet their need the following quarter.
This study was made with no attempt to isolate or 
analyze the effect of differences in methods and personalities
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of instructors in the various classroom situations. Since 
it was set up to be an exploratory study of a regular un­
structured physical education class situation, any attempt 
to control this variable would have made the study experi­
mental. The very fact that the more gregarious person might 
be interested in teaching group sports rather than individual 
activities still wouldn't appear to invalidate this study as 
it was set up to examine a situation as It existed.
SUMMARY OF RESULTS
As a summary of the chapter on results the discussion 
followed two patterns— one dealt with what the results meant 
to the group and the other dealt with what the results meant 
in dealing with the individual member of the group.
GROUPS
1. Differences in Kean Ratings of Acquaintanceship 
between Test 1 and Test 2 were significant at the 1^ level 
of confidence or better for each of the seven classes 
studied.
2. The data indicate that the classes in group sports 
contributed to greater increases in acquaintanceship than 
classes in individual activities.
INDIVIDUAL:
1. For diagnostic value it could be used to locate 
the individual members of the group who need assistance in
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social adjustmenty
2, The results could be used to channel members of 
the group into activities which will meet their socializa­
tion needs.
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. SUMMARY OF THE STUDY
This study of acquaintanceship was made in the women* s 
physical education department at Montana State University 
during winter quarter, 1950. The results were indicative 
on the individual as well as on the group level.
Two types of soelometrie tests, acquaintanceship 
test and unlimited choice of friends, teammates, and leaders, 
were prepared and given to 369 University women in twenty 
physical education classes at the beginning of winter 
quarter. The same two tests were given to the twenty groups 
at the end of the quarter, seven weeks having elapsed since 
the first test had been given. From these twenty classes, 
seven were chosen for study. Ihe seven were chosen on the 
basis of the cwnpleteness and accuracy with which the ques* 
tionnalres had been filled out, the size of the class, and 
the type of sport which they represented. The acquaintance­
ship test was the one chosen for use in this study due to 
the fact that it had been filled out consistently more ac­
curately than the other part of the test.
The differences in the means between test 1, and 
test 2, which was given seven weeks later, appeared
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statistically significant for each of the seven classes 
studied when the critical ratio method was applied. From 
the statistical proof of this significance and from the 
results of the test, it could be assumed that group sports 
contribute more toward the increase of acquaintanceship 
i^ong members of their group than do individual activities 
if the situation were to be similar to this study.
It was found that this type of test could be used 
not only on the group level, but also could be used to 
isolate and identify students having individual problems of 
acquaintanceship.
Nearly one-half of the girls in physical education 
classes during the quarter was represented by this study.
The study measured degrees of acquaintanceship of individ­
uals within each group, determined significances of differ­
ences, then sought to identify individual problems in 
acquaintanceship.
II. DISCOVERED LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The generalisations presented in this paper can apply 
only to the seven Physical Education classes employed in 
this study. The findings, at best, are tentative and indi­
cate the need of more extensive research with the acquaint­
anceship test.
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The type of test used appeared to be valid statls* 
tleally^ but it has been used very little and no correlation 
has been made between it and the accepted Moreno type of 
sociometric test. The degree acquaintanceship test seemed 
to give the desired information in an accurate and usable 
form. Although the unlimited choice type of test was in­
cluded in the questionnaire, it was impossible to run a 
correlation between this and the acquaintanceship test be­
cause of the inaccurate mamner in which it wqs filled out 
by the students.
A mimeographed copy of instructions was placed in 
each folder for the instructor with a realisation of the 
disî dvantages and possible limitations placed upon the 
study by having the various classroom instructors give the 
questionnaire tests instead of having a single person ad­
minister them all. No two instructors necessarily have the 
same rapport with students, and this can show its effects 
in the casual or serious manner in which the students fill 
out the forms. It would seem that the directions were 
simple enou^ that the degree of rapport should not affect 
the results of the study.
The results would probably have been more significant 
had it been possible to control the teacher variable. It 
was impossible to control this variable and still have an
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unetructwed situation of classes conducted in the usual 
way. Despite the teacher variable and the possible effects 
idiich it might have had, the results of this study, an 
exploratory study, had sufficient weight to make possible 
recommendations for further study.
It might be questioned whether the lapse of seven 
weeks is sufficient for an accurate check on the increase of 
acquaintanceship. According to Helen Jennings this is a min­
imum length of time that might be considered sufficient,^
The very slight shade of difference in meaning 
between the degrees of acquaintanceship on the rating scale 
and what each degree meant to the individual taking the 
test were other uncontrolled factors. The investigator in 
this study felt that since the same groups of girls took . 
the second test; these factors were held relatively stable 
in the two tests#
III. HECOKMBHDATIONS
After giving the questionnaire and tabulating the 
results, recommendations were made for the use of this type 
of questionnaire:
(1) It could be recommended as a measure to check
^Helen Jennings, "Sociometry in Action," op. cltw.
pp. 41^4 4*
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the increase in acquaintanceship in physical education 
classes,
(2) It could be used in high school, college, or 
adult classes where the members of the group participating 
have varying degrees of acquaintanceship,
(3) It could be recommended qs a diagnostic measure 
to locate those students within the group who are having 
difficulty in becoming socially adjusted to the group. With 
such a tool, the instructor could locate such girls and 
channel them into group sport classes.
Recommendations for giving the test would reemphasise 
the need for the tests to be given by one person. The elimi­
nation of the effect of personality in giving tests is 
probably one of the most difficult things in a testing pro­
gram, By simple written instructions to each student taking 
the test this is held at a minimum.
Recommendations for future studies consider the 
phases of social contact.
(1) A study set up in a similar way could test for 
leadership and for the likes and dislikes among the students,
(2) A study could be set up to be experimental. While 
this study is merely exploratory and points in the direction 
of increased socialisation in physical education classes, 
other studies could be experimental. Test to locate the re­
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jected person and then plan class activities which would 
help that individual in becoming a contributing and accept­
ed member of the group*
(3) A study could be set up to find if those chosen 
for friends were also the ones chosen for teammates and 
leaders. Frost made a study of this by use of the French 
and Cooper Repeated Volleys Test and found no close relation­
ship between the scores made on the test and the students' 
choices of teammates and friends. There are many other ap­
proaches for the same type of study*
(4) A study could profitably be made of the effect 
of various teaching methods upon the socializing of the 
group ̂
(5) A study could be set up to find if there was any 
relationship between acquaintanceship volume and social 
status*
(6) A study could be made of the influence of the 
living group upon acquaintanceship and friends.
(7) A study could be made to combine the findings
of social interaction in physical education classes with the 
academic field, such as: correlation between freshmen
entrance tests (ACE) and acceptance as friends; the correla­
tion between college grades and acceptance or skill in sports 
activity.
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IV. summRT OF recokp:ndatioks
%e  recommendations with which this study concerned 
itself were:
(1) It was recommended for use by the instructor to 
assist in improving individual adjustment to others.
(2) It emphasised the need for the elimination of 
personalities in the administration of the test.
(3) It recommended future studies which could be 
made in the combined field of sociometry and physical educa­
tion.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Althou^ only three studies were found concerning 
sociometry in physical education, an analysis of much of the 
available literature on sociometry indicated that the 
sociometric methods of measuring social interaction have 
many uses and values to the teacher of today.
The value of sociometry was further supported by the 
findings of this study In the field of physical education:
Results concerned with the group as a whole:
(1) It was found to be a check on the value of the 
various physical education classes to the group, which is 
composed of the Individuals.
(2) It was found to be a method which could bo recom­
mended as a check of the value of various techniques of
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teaching toward socializing.
Results concerned with the individual:
(3) It was found to be a simple method of identify­
ing those who need special help in becoming acquainted with 
othersf
Over the seven week period it was shown that the 
members in the group sport physical education classes became 
much better acquainted with each other member of the groups 
than did those in the classes in Individual sports. From 
the statistical proof presented it could be reemphasized 
that the planned placing of girls in physical education 
classes to promote the greatest increase in acquaintance­
ship would not only be of benefit to the inditidual but also 
to society.
The importance of social interaction, the premise
which promoted this study, can be no more clearly expressed
than by Helen Jennings when she writes:
While "group* and "individual" can only theoreti­cally be separated from each other, group life 
cannot be better than the quality of interpersonal 
relationships individuals develop. Unless such structures as individuals do build in response 
to one another are appreciated, recognized, and 
allowed to grow further, broader and in a depth 
sense also, the individuals cannot feel motivated 
to gain the social development possible for them.
These structures are the social soil in which any 
institutional or educational program has to be planted.2
^Helen Jennings, "Sociometry in Action," o£. cit..
p* 44#
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TABLE I
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BASKETBALL I
Test 1
A B C D £ F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T uA X 3 1 5 1 1 3 1 3 4 5 1 1 1 5 4 1 1 1 1 1B 3 X 3 1 3 1 1 3 5 1 1 5 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 3C 3 X 5 1 4 4 1 2 1 5 1 1 1 4 4 1 4 1 1 1' D 5 2 4 X 1 5 1 1 2 1 5 1 1 1 5 4 1 3 5 1 2£ 1 2 1 X 5 2 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2F 2 2 5 5 1 X 4 3 2 1 5 1 1 1 5 5 1 5 2 1 1G 4 1 4 4 1 4 X 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 4 2 5 1 1 1H 1 2 4 1 5 2 3 X 4 2 2 4 4 1 1 4 4 4 1 1 4I 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 3 X 3 3 5 3 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 3J 4 1 1 3 1 3 3 1 2 X 1 1 4 2 1 4 2 1 1 3 2K 5 2 4 5 1 4 4 1 2 2 X 1 1 1 5 4 1 3 1 2 1L 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 2 1 X 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2M 1 3 1 1 5 1 1 4 3 3 2 X 2 2 1 3 2 I 1 1N I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 5 2 4 5 1 4 2 1 1 1 5 1 2 1 X 4 2 4 1 3 2P 3 4 4 2 1 5 5 1 5 5 5 2 1 1 4 X 1 4 2 2 2
Q 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 4 5 3 1 5 2 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 5E 2 2 3 3 4 4 2 2 13 1 2 1 3 3 2 X 4 1 1S 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 X 1 1T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4  1 1 1 4 4 1 4 1 X 1
Ü 2 1 1 1 1 2 4 4 2 1 4 1 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 X
Total A*s 9 411 916 D Ô11 511 a D12M10 61D 221 .536B«s 1 6 1 1 0 1 3 2 7 4 1 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 2 6 57 .130C»s 2 3 1 2 2 1 3 3 2 3 2 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 0 2 2 36 .067D*s 2 1 6 1 0 5 4 3 3 1 2 2 2 0 3 P 4 % 2 0 57 .136E»« 3 3 1 6 2 2 1 1 3 1 6 3 1 0 4 1 0 2 0 0 i
Total
Rating ■' Q *6 ‘*jr\ r4 N -4-0 mDCvJ o-eoo «HtOvO3 m -± -4'u\f*\«\-4‘fACNr*î vN-̂ »rvracM m
He^ '-Y*rs-rs:v\.tb îb ''is o o  w\go kr%oo w\Rating .
SISlN OlNW Of N M N  fH rvN M M  N M M  M
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TABLE I - A
RESULTS 
BASKETBALL I
Test 1
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd3.00
2.6a.2;99 2 4 é 322.60-2,79 2 3 6 1Ô
2 ,40-2 . 5 9 3 2 6 12
2.20-2.39 4 1 ^ 24 42 .0 0-2 .1 9 3 0
1.Ô0-1.99 3 -1 •3 31.60-1.79 1 -2 -2 41.40-1.59 1 -3 -3 91.20-1.39 1 -4 -4 16
1 .00-1 .1 9 1 . 5 -5 -1 7 25
Mean » * (̂ fd X i/N)
123
. 2.09 ♦ (7 X .20/21 
« 2.09 ♦ •066 
z 2.156
Standard Deviation («P) « 1 T^fd^/N - (£fd/N)^
• .20 T 123/2I - (7/21)2
- .2015,057 - (.333)2 
= .20 X 2.397 
« .4794
<T M - r/T H-iT 
= .4794/4.47 
. .107
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TABLE I I
TABULATION OP ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BASKETBALL I
Test
A B C D E F G H I J K
A X 4 2 5 2 3 3 2 4 5 5B X 4 4 4 3 3 4 5 3 4C 4 X 5 3 5 5 2 3 2 5D 4 2 3 X 1 5 2 2 2 2 4E 2 3 2 2 X 2 2 5 2 2 1F 4 2 5 5 2 X 5 4 2 1 4G 4 4 4 4 3 4 X 4 3 3 4H 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 X 5 4 3I 4 5 2 3 2 2 2 3 X 3 3J 4 3 4 3 1 3 4 3 3 X 4K 5 3 4 5 2 3 4 2 3 3 XL 3 5 2 2 2 1 2 3 5 3 1M 1 4  4 2 5 1 3 4 4 4 2
N 4 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 10 5 3 4 5 2 3 3 2 3 4 5P 5 5 4 3 3 5 5 4 5 5 5
Q 2 5 1 1 2 2 4 4 5 4 2R 2 3 2 3 4 5 3 2 2 2S 2 1 3 5 3 4 3 3 3 1T 4 3 3 3 3 4 4 3 3 3 3Ü 1 4  2 1 4 4 4 4 4 2 2
TOTALS
A«8 2 2 1 3 2 3 1 1 0 1 4
B»s 3 3 5 4 7 3 4 5 4 5 4C'a 1 5 5 5 7 5 4 6 8 8 3D's Ô 6 6 2 2 5 7 7 3 4 5E'a 3 4 1 6 2 3 4 1 5 2 4
2 2 4 5 
5 4 2 4 
1 1 3  5 
1 1 1 4  2 5 111 13 42 3 2 4
4 5 3 35 4 2 2 
1 4  4 42 13 5X 2 3 2
3 x 4 4  
1 3 x 3  1 3 3 X
3 3 3 5 5 4 2 2
13 3 3
1 4  2 33 3 3 4
4 3 4 3
Ô 4 2 1 
4 2 5 3 
3 7 9 5
2 5 4 7
3 2 0 4
Total <o O  O  CM miH r-l to o  >0 On (>-Hating \0̂ »r\ir>\0>0v0>0>0-4'tfNWNC*'N0’O O  \0 WN'O
Mean ^  m  ,4 C||>-r4 - S f r - I - ^ O  O - tO C ^ M T v r rx c M  <V »HOnp> • * • * • • • * • •  • » * • • • •  #M m  m  m  N
P Q S S T 0
5 3 3 2 2 2
4 4 4 4 4 4
4 4 5 4 3 23 2 3 4 2 21 2 3 2 1 25 1 5 3 4 44 4 4 2 4 4
4 4 3 3 3 54 5 4 4 3 44 4 2 3 4 25 1 3 2 3 22 5 2 3 2 32 4 3 5 2 4
1 3 3 1 1 34 2 2 3 3 4X 3 4 4 4 42 X 1 2 2 53 3 X 4 4 43 3 3 X 4 43 3 4 4 X 33 4 4 4 4 X
2 2 1 1 2 0
3 3 3 5 5 65 6 8 5 5 37 7 6 8 8 93 2 2 1 0 2
Rating
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TABLE I I - A
RESULTS BASKETBALL I
Test 2
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd fd3.60
3.40-3.59 4" 2 8 163.20-3.39 6 1 63.00-3.19 6 0 14
2.80-2.99 2 -1 -2 2
2.60-2.79 2 -2 -4 8
2.40-2.59 1 -3 -3-9 9 41
Mean s \  * U t d  x i/N)
s  3 . 0 9  ♦  ( 5  X  . 2 0 / 2 2 )
e 3.09 * .045 
= 3.135
Standard Deviation (<r*) » i Y^fd^/N - {tfd/Nl̂
s .20 'I 41/21 - (5/21)^ 
: .20 'I 2.285 - (237)^
s  . 2 0  X  1 . 4 9
= .290
rw - r/1 N-i 
- .29B/\20
- .290/4.47
m .066
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TABLE I I I
TABULATION OP ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BASKETBALL I I
Test 1
A B B D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q a S T
A X 4 1 4 3 1 1 1 5 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 4B 3 X 2 5 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 5C 1 1 X 1 1 4 5 1 1 1 5 2 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 1D 4 5 2 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 5E 4 1 1 1 X 3 2 1 4 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 5 3 1 1F 3 1 1 2 5 X 2 1 2 1 3 4 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 1— 45G 1 1 5 2 3 2 X 1 1 1 4 2 1 2 1 2 4 2 1 1R 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 X 1 1 1 1 2 5 2 4 1 2 1 1I 5 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 X 1 2 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 5J 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 4 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1K 1 1 5 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 X 2 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 1L 4 1 2 3 3 3 1 1 4 1 2 X 2 3 1 3 3 2 3 1M 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 X 1 4 1 1 1 3 5H 2 2 2 2 5 5 2 3 2 2 2 5 2 X 2 3 2 2 1 20 $ .4 2 3 1 1 1 1 4 3 3 2 5 2 X 1 2 2 5 5P 1 1 4 1 2 1 2 5 1 2 4 3 1 5 2 X 5 2 1 1Q 2 1 4 2 3'5 4 2 2 1 4 2 1 3 1 4 X 4 1 1a 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 X 1 5s 5 2 1 3 3 1 1 1 5 4 1 4 4 1 4 1 1 2 X 2T 4 5 4 5 1 1 2 2 4 1 2 1 5 2 3 1 1 5 1 X
TOTALS A*s 6X) 9 5 B«s 2.4 5 6 C»8 4 1 0 3 D»s 5 2 3 1 E*s 2 2 2 2
S J23D34 734 7 1 2 6 2 3 1 67 2 0 2 2 1 20 1 2 0 5 1 33 2 1 1 2 0 1
532 7321211 633 30 
7 3 6 3 1 2 0 0  2 
1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 0  5 1 0 2 4 2 1 1 1  1 2 3 0 0 3 2 3 6
«2,34
Total
“ating
Mean c'>-<M»-<i>*-*catoovOr-io«M
R a t i n g  o  r-f f*> -4-to t o » r s u \ - 4 ' f < - * ' « 0 c î ' O « 0  * H c \ * O u r \  
C M C M C M  N  N  M  M  M  O l f H M N f H f v l  r I M  C v K N W C M
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TABLE I I I - A
RESULTS 
BASKETBALL II
Test 1
STATISTIC AL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd fd^
2i$0
2.60-2.79 1 3 3 9
2.40-2.59 4 2 6 16
2.20-2.39 4 1 ^15
-4
42.00-2.19
1.60-1.99
4
4
0
-1 4
1.60-1.79 1 -2 -2 4
1,40-1.59 2 -3 "^-12 16 ,5
Mean « ♦ (£fd X i/N)
3
a 2.09 V (3 X .20/20)
2,11
Standard Deviation (f") m 1 ] £fdVK - (€fd/N)2 
« *20 155/20 - (3/20)2 
• .20 '2.65 '
= .20 X 1.66
» .3360
(.1)
<rM « <r/i N-i 
• .336/ri^
• .336/4 .3 5  
- .0 7 7
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TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BASKETBALL I I
Test 2
64
B 
C D B 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K L 
M N 0 P
QR 
3
TOTALS
A«s
B»s
C*s
D*s
B»8
Total
Rating
MeanRating
B c D E F 0 R I J K L M N 0 p Q a s
4 3 4 5 2 3 3 5 4 3 5 4 3 4 3 3 5 5
X 3 5 2 2 2 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 4 3 5
5 4 X 2 3 2 3 3 1 2 4 4 2 4 1 4 2 52 2 2 X 5 4 2 4 3 3 5 1 2 3 5 3 4 33 4 4 5 X 3 2 1 2 5 4 2 5 3 5 5 1 2.-442 5 2 4 4 X 3 2 1 4 3 3 4 1 5 4 2 33 3 4 2 2 X 2 2 2 2 4 5 2 1 5 1 34 2 3 4 3 1 2 X 4 3 5 1 2 2 1 2 5 53 4 4 4 3 2 3 5 X 3 3 2 2 4 3 3 4 2
3 3 4 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 X 3 4 3 3 3 4 33 1 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 X 2 3 3 3 5 51 2 3 4 4 4 5 2 2 4 5 2 X 2 4 4 2 24 3 4 3 4 2 2 4 2 3 4 5 2 X 3 4 4 54 4 3 5 5 5 3 4 3 4 4 3 4 2 X 4 3 24 4 4 4 5 4 5 1 3 3 3 4 1 3 4 X 4 54 2 4 5 2 2 2 5 4 4 5 5 2 4 2 4 X 45 4 5 3 3 4 4 5 3 4 4 5 3 5 2 5 5 X ■
I 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 1 1 3 0 2 02 4 3 3 5 6 5 3 5 3 2 3 3 4 3 1 3 45 5 3 2 4 4 7 1 5 3 4 4 2 6 5 5 2 4
6 6 3 6 4 4 2 6 4 5 5 4 3 4 2 7 5 12 1 2 4 3 1 2 4 0 1 5 3 2 1 3 3 4 7
-d" m  vO O  M% , rH #-4 M  «0 c- g -4- ON-dr-3•NO , ITN
■2.94
t*\XO O  \0 N  to «"4 to O  O' O- \0 
p\ m  r\<\* m  **\m (v m  N tn m  r\
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TABLE IV -A
RESULTS 
BASKETBALL II
Test 2
STATISTIC AL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd fd4.00
3.60-3.99 1 3 3 9
3.60-3.79 3 2 6 123.40-3.59 3 1 Î2 33.20-3.39 4 0
3.00-3.19 4 41 -4 4
2.80-2,99 3 -2 -6 122^60-2,79 1 -3 949
-1
Mean s ♦ itfd x i/N)
a 3.29 ♦ (-1 X .20/19) 
• 3.28
Standard Deviation ( <r ) . iT £fd2/H - (£fd/N)*
. .20 1 49/19 - (-1/19)^ 
- .20 12.573 - (.052)2 
s .20 X 1.604 
3 .3203
r M a r/jn-1
= ,3208/'(Î8“ 
= .3208/4.24 
» .0756
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TABLE V
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
RECREATIONAL SPORTS I I I
Test 1
66
A B C D S F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 3 T U V
A X 1 2 2 3 1 1 5 1 2 2 2 2 3 4 2 1 1 1 3 4 1
B 2 X 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4
C 1 1 X 5 4 4 1 1 1 1 4 5 1 4 1 2 1 1 5 2 1 1D 2 1 5 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 5 1 5 1 1 5 2 3 1£ 3 1 4 2 X 4 2 2 4 2 4 5 3 4 4 4 1 3 3 2 1 1
F 1 1 3 1 3 X 5 1 1 3 3 3 5 2 5 2 3 5 3 1 1 1G 1 1 1 1 1 4 X 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 2
R 5 1 2 2 1 1 1 X 1 1 4 4 1 3 4 3 2 1 2 2 3 3I 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 X 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
J 1 1 1 1 1 4 4 1 4 X 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
K 3 1 4 3 4 1 1 4 1 1 X 5 1 4 1 3 1 3 4 1 4 1L 4 1 5 4 5 2 1 4 1 1 5 X 1 5 1 3 1 2 4 1 4 1M 1 1 1 1 2 5 4 1 1 3 1 1 X 1 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 1n 4 1 4 4 4 1 2 3 2 I 4 5 1 X 1 5 2 2 3 2 2 10p 2 1 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 1 5 1 X 1 1 3 3 1 1Q 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 2 3 3 1 1R 1 1 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 4 1 4 5 4 1 1 4 X 1 5 1 1
S 4 1 5 5 5 2 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 4 1 4 2 1 X 4 1 1
T . 4 1 4 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 4 1 4 1 4 4 4 2 X 5 1Ü 4 1 2 4 2 2 1 3 1 1 4 4 1 3 2 2 1 2 2 4 X 1
V 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 X
W 2 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 5 2 4 1
36-1,63
TOTALSA»s sac Ô 9D3133 33 I7B 
B's 4 1 3 4 3 3 2 3 1 3
C*8
D«s
E$s
261
000
2
4
4
2
3
3
3
32
0
52
1
32
221
020
2
30
6 734 636 614 9 7 613 36 5
3 3 3 3 1 5 4 6 4 6 1 1 63 2 1 3 0 3 1 2 5 4 2 1 16 5 1 6 4 3 2 3 2 2 4 1 11 4 2 3 1 2 0 1 3 1 1 0 2
N O  Ot^C*-OfeOlNt^NO P^ORating wNNVN .* -t N m  m  o
rrj^lS^O-e-jl-OfHiANOtSOiH vO vO -jpOtO ĈO  O  P\N N  o-eof^c^ -*tO C^tOl>«f*\«NOMN*HONNMean • • * • • •  # * # ••• « • • • «  •• • • • •
R a t i n g  ^  NCMCM N  M  M  M  N  N  M N M N M N N N N M N
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TABLE V -A
RESULTS 
RECREATIONAL SPORTS III
Teat 1
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS 
Distribution
f d fd fd3.00
2.80-2.99 2 4 8 32
2.60-2.79 1 3 3 9
2.4 0 -2 ..59 3 2 6 122.20-2.39 5 1 ^22 52.00-2.19 4 0
1.80-1.99 1 -1 -1 1
1 .60-1 .7 9 3 -2 -6 12
1.40-1.59 1 -3 -3 91.20-1.39 2 —4 —8 321.00-1.19 1 -5 "5-23 25
Mean • ♦ (Ifd x i/N)
- 2.09 ♦ (-1 X .20/23)
« 2.0Ô2
Standard Deviation (<P) = 1 ^ifd^/N - (£fd/N)
, .20 1137/23 - (-1/23)2 
* .20 ^$.956 - (.043)2 
a .20 X 2.44 
»•.4^50
fM - <r/ InII
• .468/1^
T *480/4 .6 9  
- .1 0 4
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TABLE V I
TABULATION OP ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
RECREATIONAL SPORTS I I I
Test 2
63
A B C 0 £ F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T Ü 7
A X 2 2 1 4 2 1 5 2 1 2 3 2 3 4 3 4 3 2 3 3 1B 3 X 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 4-C 2 2 X 5 4 4 2 1 1 2 4 5 1 4 1 3 1 2 5 4 3 1D 4 2 5 X 2 1 2 1 1 4 4 1 5 1 5 2 1 5 3 5 1E 5 2 5 3 X 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 2 4 4 2 2 3F 4 3 4 1 4 X 5 2 2 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 5 4 2 4 4G 2 1 2 1 2 3 X 2 2 4 1 1 4 2 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 2H 5 2 3 3 4 2 2 X 2 2 5 5 2 4 5 4 4 2 3 2 3 2I 1 1 2 1 4 2 2 2 X 5 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 3 2 1 2 2J 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 1 5 X 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 3
K 3 1 4 3 4 3 2 4 1 1 X 5 1 4 1 3 2 3 4 4 4 1L 3 2 5 4 5 4 2 3 1 1 5 X 1 5 2 4 2 2 4 2 4 2M 4 3 2 1 4 5 5 3 2 3 3 1 X 3 4 3 3 5 3 3 1 3N 4 3 5 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 5 3 X 5 4 4 4 4 3 5 40 4 2 2 2 5 5 2 4 5 4 2 2 4 2 X 2 2 3 2 2 2 2P 3 2 4 4 4 2 2 3 1 1 4 4 1 5 1 X 1 2 4 3 3 3
Q 4 2 2 2 3 3 2 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 X 4 4 4 2 2E 2 1 3 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 3 2 5 X 2 5 2 2S 2 1 5 5 4 2 1 2 1 2 2 4 1 4 1 4 2 2 X 2 2 1T 5 4 5 4 3 2 2 4 3 3 5 5 4 4 2 5 5 4 3 X 5 3
Ü 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 2 2 4 4 1 4 4 3 3 2 2 4 X 2V 3.4 2*3 3 3 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 X
•54-2.59
TOTALSA»s 1 5 0 5 0
B*s 531 3 4 5
C*s 6 3 4 5 3D*s 6 2 3 430
Els 3 0 6 3 3
Total
Rating
1 2 3 6 4 2 2 8 1 6 1 3 1 1 2 2 5S31 5 8 5 5 4 4 5 6 730 6 6 8 9 8
5 1 5 1 3 2 2 3 2 1 5 2 6 4 6 4 5
4 4 6 2 6 7 7 4 9 4 6 4 6 8 4 3 3
3 3 2 3 2 5 6 2 4 4 2 2 2 2 1 3 0
to-4-o o-4tr̂ to tMtJovO D o .  w n O “ sO w\ %0 LT\ O. O- kf\O. ir\ \ 0  w\ \0 O  w\
-4- O  ».> r - i  C4 O v O  V \  <D tO  r-fifXC* O  0\ M  M  <0Mean <'*Of*\<ouNOO.o-*-eoc*N«N-*-4-r^O'OOr-ii>-tocM 
Rating
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TABLE V I-A
RESULTS RECREATIONAL SPORTS III
Test 2
STATISTICAL C0Î4PUTATI0NS
Distribution
t d fd fd^3.60
3.40-3*59 3 3 9 273.20-3.39 3 2 6 123*00-3.19 4 1 ^19
-4
4
2.Ô0-2.99
2.60-2.79
4
4
0
—1 4
2.40-2.59 2 -2 -4 6
2 .20-2 .3 9 1 -3 -3 9
2.00-2.19 1 -4 -4 .1 5 60
Mean « » (ffd X i/N)
« 2.69 f (4 X .20/22)
X 2.926
Standard Deviation ( (T)
= .20 Ô0/22 - (4/22)2
s .20 '13.636 - (.181)^ 
“ .20 X 1.6 9  
= .3760
<TM - f / T B T
- .3780/f2r
- .3700/4.58
- .082
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TABLE V I I
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
VOLLEY BALL IV
Test 1
70
A B C D E F G H X J K L M N 0 P Q R S T
A X 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 X X X
B 1 X 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 1 3 5 2 X 1 XC 1 1 X 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 X 1 2D 1 1 2 X 1 4 2 4 1 2 4 4 4 1 2 1 2 2 X 4E 1 1 2 1 X 4 2 1 3 4 5 1 1 1 4 3 1 X 2 XF 1 4 4 2 4 X 5 2 5 5 5 1 1 1 2 5 1 2 4 XG 1 1 2 1 2 3 X 2 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 X 2H 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 X 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 X 3I 1 2 2 2 4 5 5 2 X 5 5 1 1 1 4 5 1 1 X 2
J 1 1 1 1 4 5 3 2 5 X 4 1 1 4 5 4 2 5 XK 1 1 3 4 4 4 4 2 5 4 X 1 1 1 2 2 1 X 5 XL 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 3 I 1 1 %:<3 1 1 2 1 4 X 3M 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 3 1 1 1 4 X 1 2 3 1 4 X 3N 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 X 1 1 1 1 1 X
0 1 1 1 2 4 4 3 2 2 5 4 1 1 1 X 2 2 2 5 XP 1 5 5 1 5 5 1 1 5 1 5 5 1 1 5 X 1 X 1 X
Q 2 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 1 3 1 X 3 1 5R I 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 5 4 1 2 2 1 X X 3
3 1 2 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 5 2 1 X X X
T 1 1 3 4 1 1 2 5 X 1 3 4 4 1 3 1 5 4 X X
TOTALS
7 6 9 ê Ô 6 Ô 7 6 32 34 3â 5 6 3!f D34 30
B«s 2 3 3 6 3 2 6 ô 4 4 2 1 1 0 6 6 3 5 X 3C»s 0 0 2 4 1 2 2 3 3 2 2 1 1 0 3 2 0 X 0 4
Dfg 0 1 1 2 5 4 1 2 0 2 4 3 3 1 2 2 0 3 1 1
E»s 0 1 1 1 1 3 2 G 4 4 5 2 0 0 3 3 X 0 3 X
H
Total
Rating M O  to N O  t̂ wMT\ w\ P-CV C4 ‘4' -Jr -i’ M  C4 -7
Of*\O'O>O«0O»Al>-t0O*f\r>>0t0 O- ^  ̂  w\Mean m v \o  c m n u\m o  r^wxoo'O M  w\ -* to ■too• •  • • «  • • •  » • « •  • ♦ - • «  « •teat m g  M M  <M<M(NICMOtC>l CM CM CM M M CM O l M M M M
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TABLE V I I - A
* RESULTS 
VOLLEYBALL IV
Test 1
STATISTICAL COIklPUTATIONS
Distribution f d fd fd̂3.20
3.00-3.19 1 5 5 25
2.80-2.99 0 4 0 02.60-2,79 0 3 0 0
2.40-2,59 4 2 8 162.20-2.39 3 1 3X6
-3
32,00-2.19
1.80-1.99
4
3
0
-1 3
1.60-1.79 1 -2 -2 4
1.40-1.59 1 -3 -3 91.20-1.39 1 —4 -4 16
1 .00-1 .1 9 2 -5 •^0-22 50
r r
Mean « ♦ (£fd x i/N)
as 2.09 4 (-6 X • '20/20)
- 2.03
Standard Deviation (f" ) * i^£fd^/K - (Cfd/N)^
s .20 1 1 2 6 /2 0 - (-6/20)2
= .20 ^6.3 - (.3)̂  
a .20 X 2.49
.4900
<3tm • <ry pN*i
- .49S0/f20-l
- .4980/4.35
m ,1 1 4
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TABLE V I I I
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
VOLLEY BALL IV
Test 2
A B C D £ P G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T
A X 1 1 4 4 1 4 1 4 4 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1B 1 X 1 2 1 4 4 4 4 4 4 1 4 1 4 5 4 4 5 5C 1 1 X 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 5 2 2 2 2 4 2 3 2 5D 2 2 2 X 2 4 2 4 2 2 4 4 5 4 4 2 4 4 4 4E 2 2 3 3 X 4 3 2 4 4 5 3 2 2 5 4 2 0 2F 4 2 4 5 4 X 5 4 5 5 5 2 2 4 4 5 4 2 4 20 3 2 2 2 3 4 X 3 4 4 4 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3H 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 X 2 2 4 4 2 2 4 2 2 2 2 4I 2 2 3 4 5 5 5 4 X 5 5 2 2 2 4 5 3 4 3 4J 4 2 4 4 5 5 4 4 5 X 5 2 3 4 5 4 3 3 5 4K 2 3 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 X 2 2 3 3 3 3 2 5 2L 2 3 2 4 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 X 4 2 3 3 2 4 2 3M 4 4 4 5 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 5 X 4 3 3 4 5 4 3N 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 3 X 2 2 3 3 3 20 2 2 2 2 4 4 3 3 3 5 4 2 3 1 X 3 2 2 5 2P 2 5 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 4 5 4 5 X 4 4 1 5Q 4 4 2 4 3 1 2 4 3 3 4 2 2 2 3 2 X 3 2 5a 2 1 2 4 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 5 4 2 2 2 2 X 1 4s 2 4 2 4 3 3 2 2 2 5 5 2 2 2 5 3 2 2 X 2T 2 4 4 4 2 2 3 5 3 3 3 4 4 2 4 4 5 4 1 X
TOTALS 
A»s 3 
B»sIL 
0*8 1 
D*8 4
3 2 0 
9 9 3 2 2 2 
4 631
E»s 0 1 0  3
2 3 1 1 0 0 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 4 16 5 5 3 6 2 3 30%) 30 4 7 9 7 5 6
3 1 3 5 4 5 1 1 3 1 5 5 4 4 2 34 6 6 9 6 7 7 4 4 5 6 4 5 6 3 5
4 4 4 1 3 5 7 2 2 0 4 3 1 1 4 4
Total : 
Rating »r\ UN »f\ NO
tv.f-lr-4CN-4’‘tge^W Os >0Mean r̂ vwor-iHr-» r̂ rsf̂ r-'-oosO'CO ~t to Oto oi■•■I» »*.* * , # # • • # # * •• • •• •Rating r̂ oi
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TABLE Y I I I - A
RESULTS 
VOLLEYBALL IV
STATISTICAL COJÎPUTATIONS 
Distribution
4.00
3.80.
3.60.3.40. 3.20. 3.00. 2.80- 2.60-2.40. 2,20.
•3.99
•3.79•3.59-3.39•3.19
•2.99
•2.79•2.59
•2.39
Test 2
f d fd fd2
1 4 4 162 3 6 181 2 2 4
44
10 ^16 4
3 -1 -3 32 -2 -4 82 -3 —6 181 —4 '^-17 16 87
Mean = t (Ifd x i/H)
. 3.09 » (-1 X .20/20)
= 3.07
Standard Deviation (<T“) = 1 l^fd /K-(€fd/N)2
c *20 187/20 - {^X/2Q)^
, .20 V.35 - (.05)^
* .20 X 2.07 
a .4140
« (r/HwT
= .414/120-1
• *414/4.35
• .095
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TABLE IX
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BOWLING V
Test 1
A B C D B F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R S T U V W %
A X 1 1 5 5 X X 5 1 1 X 1 2 1 1 1 3 5 2 2 1 X X 2B 1 X 4 4 1 2 X 4 4 2 4 4 1 5 2 1 1 2 4 4 1 X-
C 1 4 X 1 1 1 4 2 1 2 X 1 1 1 4 2 X 1 X 1 X 1 4 1D 5 1 1 X 2 1 X 4 2 1 I X 2 1 X 2 5 5 4 2 X 1 1 5B 5 1 2 2 X 1 X 5 2 1 1 3 2 1 2 2 I 2 1 2 2 1 X 2F 1 1 2 1 1 X 2 1 1 1 4 X 1 2 X 1 1 1 1 2 X 4 1
G 1 1 1 2 X 1 5 2 5 1 1 X 5 3 1 1 1 5 1 2 1
H 5 1 4 5 5 X X X 1 1 3 1 1 1 4 5 5 4 X 1 X 4I 1 3 1 X 4 1 5 1 X 1 5 2 1 1 1 4 2 1 X 4 1 1 3 1J 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 X 1 1 1 4 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 4 1 1
K 1 4 1 1 2 4 5 X 5 1 X X 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 1L 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 3 X 1 X X 1 4 3 X X 1 1 1 X 4 3 1
M 2 1 1 4 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 X 1 X 2 X 2 2 4 1 X 1 4N 1 1 4 1 1 X X 1 1 5 X 4 X X 5 2 1 1 X 1 1 5 1 X0 2 1 5 1 2 2 5 1 3 1 3 2 X 5 X 1 X 2 X 5 5 2 5 3p 1 5 1 X 2 X 4 X 4 4 1 1 1 1 X X 4 X 1 1 3 1 1 1
Q 4 1 1 5 1 X X 2 2 X 4 X 2 X 1 2 X 5 4 2 1 1 X 4Ml
R 5 1 1 5 4 1 1 4 4 1 2 1 4 1 X 4 5 X 5 4 1 1 1 5g 3 X 1 4 2 X 1 1 X X 3 1 1 1 4 4 X 3 X X X 3
T 3 1 1 3 3 X 1 3 4 1 4 X 4 2 4 1 1 3 3 X X X 1 3U 1 A 1 1 2 3 5 1 1 5 4 1 1 2 5 2 X 1 X 1 X 1 4 X
Y 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 4 1 4 4 2 2 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X
V 1 1 4 1 X 5 4 X 2 X 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 2 1 X 1
X 3 1 X 5 3 1 1 3 1 X 1 X 4 1 X 2 5 5 4 4 1 1 X %
-45-1.9$53-2,52
Total
Rating ot»or-4 o o \ o o ^ - N
tr\ UN<*% lf \ ~4" —T -?  - i 'W N -^W N -T ~T - f
Mean «VvO<J0c' \<N 'O  (V 0 0 « O r H \ 0  O t O O r H r H O i O N C ^ t O N O C ^ O4 Mg *..# ... ..... ............
SiAJ, M M M N N W N M N M N M N M N N N N M N M M M N
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TABLE IX -A
RESULTS BOWLING V
Test 1
STATISTIC AL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd fd22.40
2.20-2.39 6 2 12 242.00-2.19 3 1 3._ 3
1*30-1.99 5 0 20
1*60-1,79 5 -1 •5-5 ^37
IF
Mean B ♦ {Ctà x i/H)
» 1.B9 * (15 X .20/24) 
- 2,015
Standard Deviation ( <r*) , i ] ffd2/N-{efd/N)2
- .20 1 1,545-1.625)^
S .20'1 1.545-.390
- .20 X 1.09 
. .2130
rM «<r/[Kir
• .213/W 
» .210/4.79 
« .045
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TABLE X
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BOWLING V
76
Test 2
A B C D E F G H I J X L M N
A X 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 1B 1 X 3 1 4 4 5 4 4 5 3 4 4 4
C 1 4 x 1 1 3 4 3 I 4 1 1 1 1D 5 1 1 X 2 1 1 4  4 1 2 1 4 1E 5 2 2 1 X 1 1 3 3 3 1 4 3 1F 1 2 3 1 2 X 2 1 1 1 2 3 2 1G 1 4 3 1 1 4 X 1 5 3 5 1 4 2H 3 1 4 3 3 1 1 X 1 1 1 3 3 1I 1 1 1 1 3 3 5 1 X 1 5 3 3 3
J 1 5 4 1 3 1 5 1 2 X 1 2 1 3K 1 4 1 1 4 4 5 1 3 1 X 2 4L 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 4 2 2 1 X 2 4
M 2 2 2 4 2 1 1 2 2 1 3 2 X 1
N 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 4 1 3 1 X
0 2 2 3 1 3 3 5 1 3 4 4 5 3 3P 1 4 1 4 2 1 4 1 4 4 4 1 4 1Q 4 1 1 3 2 1 1 4 4 1 4 1 2 1R 3 2 1 5 4 1 1 5 4 1 4 2 4 1S 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 3 3 1 2 1 2 1T 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 4 4 1 4 2 4 3U 2 3 2 1 2 4 3 1 1 2 4 1 1 2V 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 3 2 3w 1 1 4 1 1 4 4 1 2 1 1 2 1 1I 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 3 3
P Q R S T U V W X
11
4 1
32
5 1 
2 
54 
43
4
X2
1
1
1
3
5 2 
2 
3
1
5
3
4
3 2
5 1
4
5 4 1
4 2
5X
4
5 2 
1 
1 2 
1 
3
44 X
5 1 
1 1
3
4 1 
4 1 2 
1 1
4
X
5 
4 1 1 1 1 
3
54 1
53 1 1 
5 1 1
4 1 
4 1 2
4
5
X
42
1
11
4
21
2
51
11
31
1112
1X
1
3
3
X
3 1 
1 1
4
2
1
1
4322
3
4 1
3 2
4 2
5 1 
2 
4 
4X
12
1
3
1
3
4 1 1 
2
3 1 
1
4 
3 1 1 
2
3 I 
1 
1 
1 1 
X  1
4 
3
1
41 1 1
2
1 1
2
5 1 
5 1
34 1 
1 
1 
11 
1 
X 
1
2
1
4
411
3
4 1 
3 
3 1 
3 1 1
3 1 
1 
1 
1 
1
4 1 
X
3
3-1-
1
332
1
5
312
1
312
1
3 
5
4 2 
1 
1 
1 
X
•46—2*00 
-60-3.47
V32DJ1 812 9 Ô 5E 7 632D34 6131513D
...........
Total
4 1 2 3 7 2 3 0 4
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 5 5
5 6 6 1 5 3 2 4 1
6 3 4 3 4 4 2 1 3
--.,^,^■00-^01 »r\>£>votOO'tOO-4fr̂ »rsvO -4-vO f*\ <*\\0Mean M M M  mw\0 \ 0 -4-OOl>C«l-COfH<\i_ . • • • • • • * • *  • • • • • • * •  • • •  •* # # .
R a t in g  (MCMC4CMC4CMCMCM i H t M M
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TABLE X -A
RESULTS 
BOWLING V
Test 2
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd fd23.20
3 .0 0-3 .1 9 1 3 3 92.80-2.99 0
2,60-2.79 6 1 6g .62.40-2.59 5 0
2.20-2.39 4 -1 -4 4
2 .0 0-2 .1 9 6 —2 -12 24
1.80-1.99 2 -3 “6-22 1Ô 61
-
Mean » » i€fd x i/N)
a 2 .4 9 f (-13 X ..20/2 4)
= 2.3Ô2 
Standard Deviation {tr) . i] £fdVN-(£fd/N)2
= .201 6l/24-(-13/24)^ 
» .20 { 2 .3 4 1 -{.5U)^
= .20 X 1 .5 1  
s ,3 0 2 0
<ru <r/[¥T
.302/f2T
.302/4.79
.062
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TABLE I I
TABULATION OP ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
BOWLING V I
Test 1
A B C D
A * 2 1 3 2 1 5  2 1 2B 2 x 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 5  C 1 1 x 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 1  
D 4 1 4 x 1 2 1 5 1 1 1  
E 1 2 3 2 x 1 4 1 1 1 1  P 1 1 2 1 1 x 1 1 1 5 10 5 1 1 1 5 4 x 1 1 1 1  H 1 1 4 5 1 4 1 x 1 1 1
1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 5  
J 1 1 2 1 1 5 1 1 1 x 1K 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 4 X
L 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1M 1 1  5 2 5 1 1 2 1
N 2 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1  0 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 1P 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 4 5  
Q 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1  R 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 5  
S 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 5  
T 3 2 2 1 1 1 4 1 2  1 4 
Ü 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 5 1  V 4 4 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 2 1  
W 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1
X 4 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 5 1T 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2  
Z 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1  
A 1 1 1 5 3 5 1 1 1 5 1
TOTALS
L M N 0 P Q R S T Ü V w I T Z A
3 1 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 2 2 4 1 1 11 1 2 1 5 1 5 5 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 3
5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 2 1 4 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 5 2 2 52 5 4 1 1 4 2 1 4 5 4 2 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1
1 1 1 1 5 1 5 5 1 1 2 1 1 1 11 3 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 1 1 34 4 5 1 5 5 5 5 5 1 4 4 1 1 1
X 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 X 1 1 1 1 111 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 X 1 4 5 4 4 5 1 5 2 1 1 1 51 3 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 1 11 1 1 1 X 1 5 5 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1
1 5 1 1 X 1 1 S' 5 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 5 1 X 5 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 5 1 5 X 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1
2 2 4 2 1 4 2 3 X 1 2 5 1 1 1 11 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 5 1 1 21 1 5 1 5 5 4 4 1 1 X 2 2 2 2 31 4 1 1 2 5 1 2 5 1 1 X 1 1 11 1 2 5 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 4 X 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 5
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 X
1 1 4 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 1 3 1 3 X
* A18 P 16 3Ô20 2314 3Ô 23 39 36 IS ̂  37 36 a  IB 35 35 ̂  20 061 415 a  a  30
TotalRatine
M ean v O O - e ' 0 ' ^ O C ^ C M t O » - 4 0 v » r \ « 0 ' O O O V f ~ l  c m o w n  o t o  o  -4- f*\ o* '  # ' #  * * *  * * * * a% # #  # #  * # 0 # # # #  • # #  # 9  #RatingrH N M M  M M M r4 iH M
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TABLE X I-A
RESULTS BOWLING VI
Test 1
STATISTIC AL Cûï^üTATIO NS
Distribution
f d fd fd22.40
2.20-2.39 1 3 3 92*00-2.19 7 2 14 261.60-1.99 9 1 926 91.60-1.79 4 0
1.40-1.59 4 -1 -4 41.20-1.39 2 -^-6 r6 .
♦ (ifd X i/n]Mean
- 1*69 # (1Ô X *20/27) 
s 1*623
Standard Deviation ( O  *
56
79
*20 1 56/27 - (16/27)^
- *20 1 2.146 -(.666)^ 
= *20 X 1.35 
z *2700
rM e
« *27oA 27-1 
m .270/5*40 
= .050
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TABLE I I I
TABÜLATIOS OF ACQUAINTANCS3HIP TEST BOWLING 71
Test 2
A X 3 1 4 2 2 5 2 3 1 2 2 1 3
C 1 1 x 5 2 3 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 1  D 4 1 5 x 1 4 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1  
E 2 3 3 3 x 1 4 2 1 2 1 5 5 3
0 5 4 1 1 5 2 x 1 2 1 1 2 5 5E 1 1 4 5 1 4 1 x 1 1 1 1 4 1
1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 x 1 5 1 1 2  
J 1 1 3 1 1 5  2 1 1 x 1 1 3 1K 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 2 5 1 x 2 1 3  
L 1 1 1 1 5 1 4 1 1 1 1 x 5 1  M 1 1 3 1 5 4 5 2 1 4 1 4 x 2
N 4 4 1 1 4 1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 X
0 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 4 1P 1 5 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 5 1 1 4Q 2 5 3 1 5 4 5 1 5 5 1 5 1 5a 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 5 1 1 2s 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 1 5 4 5 4 1 4  
T 4 2 2 1 3 1 4 1 2 1 4 3 4 3  
1 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1  V 4 4 1 2 2 2 4 4 4 1 5 2 2 5
w 4 4 2 3 3 4 5 3 4  1 1 4 5
1 4 1 4 4 1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 41 1 1 3 1 1 3 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 1
z 1 1 5 5 5 5 1 1 2 5 1 3 4 5
TOTALS
A«s332D1632 9 3 4 1 5 3 3 3 5 1 5 5 1 3 937 9 3D 33 D 8 30 9 9311618 5 ! ® ? i ^ i 3 3 1 4 3 1 2 5 2 3 4 5 2 4 3 5 0 3 5 5 3 2C»8 1 2 5 2 2 3 0 2 1 0 0 2 1 4 0 2 2 0 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1  
D»a 7 4 3 2 2 6 4 1 2 2 1 2 5 3 0 1 7 0 1 4 1 5 5 2 3 1  
E»s 1 6 2 3 5 4 5  2 5 5 6 2 3 5 3  7 3 7 9 7 3 5 4 4 1 1
3 R 3 S 2 ^
Mean «Cg S S
Rating N M N M M N W M M N N a H N N M
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0 P Q R S T Ü 7 W I Y Z
1 2 4 2 2 4 1 4 3 4 1 1
1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 4 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 11 2 4 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 1 1
1 2 4 2 4 5 I 5 5 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 41 5 3 5 5 2 1 2 2 1 1 15 3 3 1 1 1 5 1 1 5 1 11 5 1 5 5 5 1 4 4 1 2 11 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 4 1 1 12 4 2 1 1 5 1 2 4 1 1 11 5 5 5 5 5 1 5 5 2 1 1
X 1 1 1 1 2 5 1 1 5 1 21 X 2 5 5 4 1 5 1 1 1 11 3 X 1 5 5 1 5 5 3 1 11 5 1 X 5 2 1 3 1 1 1 11 5 4 5 X 3 3 5 5 2 3 32 2 4 2 3 X 1 4 4 2 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 4 1 12 5 5 5 5 5 4 x 2 5 4 41 5 5 5 5 5 1 4 X 1 1 15 1 1 1 2 1 5 4 2 X 2 22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 5
1 1 4 1 5 4 3 2 5 1 1
e i
TABLE I I I - A
RESULTS BOWLING VI
Test 2
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution
f d fd fd23.00
2.60-2*99 2 3 6 162.60-2.79 6 2 12 242.40-2.59 1 1 l._ 12.20-2.39 9 0 192.00-2.19 1 -1 -1 1
1,60-1.99 2 -2 -4 6
1.60-1.79 4 -3 ^*12 36
1.40-1.59 1 **4 ~^-21 104
-2
Mean « fd % i/N)
« 2.29 ♦ (-2 X .20/26)
- 2.275
Standard Deviation ( ) s i  ] £fd2/N-(£fd/îî)^
« .20 'I 104/26 - (-2/26)2 
JS *20 ] 4 - (.076)2 
« .20 % 1*97 
= .3940
• <r/l N*1
S .394/12̂ 6-1 
* = .394/5
r .076
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A
B
C
D
E
F
GH
IJ
K
t
U
H0P
QRS
T
ü
V
W
XT
ZA
B
TABLE X I I I
TABULATION DP ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
DANCE V I I I
Test 1
A B C D E P G H I J K L K K O P Q R S T U V W X T Z A B
X11
42
X12
222
2
X122
1
431
1
3
1 4 4 221
XX
X
4 
X
1
5
1
42
3
X
X
3
X
X
X
X
X
I
XX
X
5X
X
X
X
X
X
3 2 
X
X
52
4
3
3X
5
X22
X X 
X X 2 
2
X
3 
5 
54 
3 3 2 2
X 5
X X
2 5X
4
5 5
4 
35 2 2 
5
X
XX2
1
X2X
XX
X
2X22
X
X 43 X
1 42 5
X 4 4
X
X
4 X
3
5 
3
3 X2
4X
4
32
X2
5X
3
4 2
XX
X
X2
4X
X
X
12
X22
X
X
XX
5X
X
X
4
X
5 
3 I
5
5
5
X
X2
4XXX
42
X1 
4
X
4
4X
4
52
X
XX
4
4 X 
X X
XX
3
5 2
445 X 
X 2
4
X2
5 X 2 2 
X
2
X
5X
X
X
XX
X
X
X2XX
XX2
X
X
X
3X
5X
X
I
X
2
4X
4
4 X
53 
5 X
X
54 2 
X
5 2 
X
4
5
X
3 
5
5
5
4
X
5X
5
4 1
54
5 X 
5X
44
354 X
4
5
X
4
53 
5 5
4
4 X X
5 
5 X
42
XX
4
4%
4 
33 2 
X
5
4
X
5 
4
4
5 
3
2
XX
5
4 X
3 X
5 X 
X 
5 5
X
5X
X
4 2
X
3
5 
3 
X 2 
X
X
X
X
54 X 
1
3
5 X 2
45 5
XX
2
4X
X
4X
4 X
5 X
45 X 
X 
X
X
4 X X X 
4 X 2 5
X2
5
3X2
X
X
5
4X
4
5 
3
X
4X
X
422
3X
X222X
2
3
X
XX
X
X
2
4 X
4
5 2
X
XX
X
X
3XX
XXX
2
XX
XX
X
X
X
2
X
X
X
32
X
X
4 2 
X
5 
5 X
X2X
3
45 5 2 X 
X 
X
X
4
X
5 2 X
52
3
2
4X
44 X
53 
5 X 
5 
54 X X
5 2 
X 
4
X
X
4
4 X
5 
5 
4
3 X X X 
X X X 2 
X X 
X
4 X X 
X X 2
4 X 
X
X
X
X
5 
3 X 
X
X
X
32X
XXX
X
3 X 
X X X 
X X 
X 
X 2
4
X
X
X
3X
X
X
5XX
X
X
54XX
34
53 X
4 2 
X 
4 
4
X
X
4X
4
5 
5
4
4 X
5 4 2
44
5 4
4
5 
5
435
4 X 
4
4
X
5
X .
X
55
3
X
XX
XXXXX
2X
X2XXXX
XX
X
X
2
X
X
X
X
X
3 5 X 
54 X
54
5 X
4
54 X 
X
5 
4 X
4
5
X
4
5 X
X
5
3
X
5X22X
54 X X
5
45 X 
X 
4
4 X X
5
X
5
5X
5
X
4
TOTALS
A*832U24 5 51813 341220 6 6 7111113113. B»s 7 6 0 7 6 7 3 3 5 3 3 0 2 3 4 X 8 3  C’s 1 5 1 5 4 0 2 0 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 1 2 2  
D»® 4 3 0 5 4 1 2 8 5 0 6 8 8 2 4 7 4 0  E»8 2 1 X 4 7 0 6 1 3 2  810 5 6 5 4 1 0
3 5 X
44 2
54 2 1
5 
5 
5 1 1 
4 2 
4
4
5
1
5
4X
4
5
X
9 «332)10 4 2  « ü  6
iHliliiil
TotalRating
Mean
O r̂ J>-Q O  (V -4̂ t? ^  ̂  ̂Ĉ vÔ '55 CO,<00-Ĉ v£)SDvO \0 to toĉ oo
^^^vrNt000CMO»HO<0<NJ«0v0-^-d-t>0 Ĉ VO itnOCVJ -4-OnCV} ^M tr\ tO t*-\^  # # # #  # »  * #  * # * # ' * ' #  #-# # a # # #Rating oir̂ iHCMCV CVfH r4 M (X M N
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TABLE Z I I I - A
RESULTS DANCE VII
Test I
STATISTICAL COMPUTATIONS
Distribution f d fd fd
3.60-3 .7 9 2 7 14 96
3;40-3,59 0 63;20-3;39 3 5 15 75
3,00-3.19 3 4 12 46
2;60-2,99 3 3 9 27
2;60-2,79 0 2
2 .40-2 ,5 9 5 1 52.20-2.39 1 0 55
2 .00-2 .1 9 4 -1 -4 4
l;60-l;99 01.60-1.79 0 - 3
1.4 0-1 .5 9 3 •4 -12 46
1,20-1.39 3 -15 751.00-1.19 1 v6 -6 .3 7 36 416
16
Mean # 4. (£fd x i/H)
= 2.29 4 (16 X .20/26) 
s 2.416
Standard Deviation ( ̂  ) s l 'j £fd^/N-{£fd/N)^
= .20 ]416/26.(16/26)2
•o *20 X 3.6
s .760
rM - <r/| N-i
-  .760/128^ 
= .7 6 0 /5 1 9
— «146
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TABLE 117
TABULATION OF ACQUAINTANCESHIP TEST
DANCE V I I
Test 2
A B C D E F 0 H I J K L M N 0
A X 1 1 4 4 1 4 1 1 2 3 2 4 1 2B 2 X 2 5 5 2 5 4 2 2 5 5 5 2 2C 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 1D 5 4 2 X 5 4 4 2 5 1 5 5 5 5 5E 4 3 3 5 X 2 2 1 4 2 4 4 5 4 4P 1 1 1 2 2 X 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 3G 4 4 2 4 4 2 X 4 2 2 4 5 4 3 2H 1 4 2 3 1 1 4 X 1 1 3 3 4 2 1I 3 2 2 5 5 2 1 1 X 2 5 5 5 5 5J 3 1 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 X 1 1 1 1 1K 3 5 1 5 4 1 5 3 5 1 X 4 4 3 3L 4 4 2 5 5 2 5 4 5 2 5 X 5 5 5H 4 4 1 5 5 1 3 4 3 1 4 4 X 4 4N 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 4 1 2 4 4 X 50 1 1 1 3 3 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 5 XP 1 1 1 4 5 1 5 5 5 1 5 5 4 3 2Q 4 2 1 4 4 5 2 4 1 2 4 4 4 2 5R 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
S 5 4 1 5 5 1 3 2 4 1 4 4 5 5 4T 3 4 3 4 5 1 5 5 5 3 5 5 4 3 30 5 1 1 4 4 1 2 2 3 2 2 5 4 4 4V 1 1 5 1 1 1 2 1 1 5 1 2 1 1 1w 5 3 5 3 2 5 5 4 2 4 5 5 5 3X 5 4 1 5 5 2 5 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 5T 14 1 4 4 4 4 4 1 1 4 4 1 4 4
% 3 4 1 5 4 2 5 4 3 1 5 5 3 2 2A 5 5 1 5 4 5 5 5 4 2 5 5 5 4 4B 3 4 2 4 4 3 5 4 3 2 4 4 3 2 2
P Q R s T U V W I T Z A B
3 1 1 4 3 4 1 5 5 2 4 4 44 4 2 5 2 2 4 5 2 5 5 51 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 1 5 4 3 2 3 5 2 5 5 54 4 3 5 4 1 1 1 4 2 4 4 4I 5 3 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 2
5 4 3 4 5 2 2 5 5 3 5 5 5
4 4 1 1 3 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 45 2 1 5 5 1 1 1 5 4 5 4 31 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 4 1 1 1 1
5 4 1 4 5 1 1 4 5 4 4 5 5
5 4 2 4 5 5 4 5 5 4 5 5 5
4 3 1 5 4 1 1 4 5 2 4 5 41 1 1 4 2 1 1 4 4 1 1 1 21 2 1 2 1 I 1 2 4 1 1 1 1
X 2 1 1 5 1 1 5 5 1 5 4 5
4 X 2 4 4 4 2 4 4 4 5 4 41 1 X 2 4 2 4 1 1 4 4 1 2
3 2 2 X 4 1 4 4 4 2 4 4 45 3 1 4 X 4 1 5 5 3 5 5 51 4 3 4 4 X 4 3 3 5 4 2 41 1 5 2 1 2 X 1 1 2 1 1 2
5 4 4 5 5 2 2 X 5 4 5 5 5
5 4 1 4 5 1 1 4 X 1 5 5 5
4 4 5 4 4 5 4 1T4 X 4 4 14 4 3 4 5 1 1 4 4 2 ip 4 4
5 5 3 5 5 2 2 5 5 3 5 X 5
5 2 2 3 4 2 2 5 3 2 3 4 X
8 6 U 4 51312 8 3 7 6 6 4
0 5 7 4 1 8 9 1 130 0 1 42 3 6 1 2 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 1811 i n 9 3 5 9 9 6 910 89 2 2 7 9 2 0 732 111 910
totals
iiiiiiiiiiil
Total ^
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TABLE X I7 -A
HESÜLTS DANCE VII
Test 2
STATISTIC AL CCIIPUTATIONS
Distribution f d fd fd2
3.60-3,99 2 5 10 50
3.60-3.79 4 4 16 643.40-3.59 5 3 15 453.20-3.39 3 2 6 123.00-3.19 2 1 ^49
-1
2
2.S0-2.99
2,60-2.79
41
0
-1 1
2.40-2.59 1 -2 -2 42,20-2.392.00-2.19
0
2 -3-4 -8 32
1.80-1.99 3 -5 -15 751.60-1.79 1 -6 "^-32 36 321
T f
Mean • ♦ (Ifd x i/N)
= 2.89 t (17 X .20/28)
r 3.009 
Standard Deviation ( ) a i'l Cfd^/H-(efd/K)2 
a .20'I 321/28.(17/28)2 
• .20 '|11.46-(.607)2 
a .20 X 3.33
■» .6660
rM = rypZT
% •666/'|2irr
S .666/5,19 
- .120
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TABLE I? 
DISTRIBUTION ALL CLASSES 
Test 1
3.60-3.SO
I II III IV f d fd V VI VII f d fd2 2 8 16
3.40-3.59 0 0 7 03.20-3.39 3 3 6 183.00-3.19 1 1 5 5 3 3 5 152.80-2.99 2 2 4 4 16 3 3 4 122.60-2,79 2 1 1 4 3 12 0 0 3 02.40-2.59 3 4 3 4 14 2 28 5 5 2 102.20-2.39 4 4 5 3 16 1 16 6 1 1 8 1 82.00-2.19 3 4 4 4 15 0 8 7 4 19 01.80-1,99 3 4 1 3 11 —1 -11 5 9 0 14 -1 -141,60-1,79 1 1 3 1 6 -2 -12 5 4 0 9 -2 -181.40-1.59 1 2 1 1 5 -3 -15 4 3 7 -3 -21
1.20-1,39 1 2 1 4 —4 -16 2 3 5 -4 -20
1.00-1,19 1 1 2 4 -5 -20 1 1 -5 - 5
Sum of 
Scores
Number
Mean
8.D.
w\rH-*Oi
OCM
CM
to
RCM
8 84
-4-CM C-CM toCM
O«CM
2.097 r—to.CM
CMto.
r~i
\0fH
.CM
8
3 .456
OtofHCM«
8CM.
S
o
79
2.092
.556
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TABLE XVI 
TABLE OP t VALUES*
67
N-1
(Number minus one) 5% 1^
1 12.706 31.821 63.657# # # # * # # # # * 4 # * # * # #4 2.776 3.747 4.6045 2.571 3.365 4.032• * • « • « • * # # # » » # * # *19 2.093 2.539 2.66120 2,066 2.526 2.64521 2,060 2.516 2.63122 2.074 2.506 2.61923 2.069 2.500 2,607# # »
. 50
* # » * #2.006 # # » # # # * # # » 2.676
...100 * # # # *1.964 *#,###2.626
♦Lindquist, o£. cit.. p. 53.
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APPEÎ5DIX B
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DIRECTIONS TO INSTRUCTORS 88
To the Physical Education instructor: The FE Department is cooperating with
the Education Department in gathering certain data in the Physical Educatlw 
classes# The following statement is a suggested introduction* It may be 
read to students filling out the questionnaire, or may be rephrased in your 
own words#
We are very much interested in personal relations among students 
registered in Physical Education classes, and ways in which these re* 
lationships may be inqproved* For these reasons, we are asking you to 
fill out the following blanks# Through your coopératif in answering 
this questionnaire, you will help us considerably in evaluating our 
course offerings in Hqrsical Educatif* All answers are treated 
confidentially and your name will not be menticmed in connection with 
the study* Results will be for purposes of helping us work more 
effectively with students# lfi.ss Ibbel Haynes is also interested in 
helping us with this problem, and will probably use some of the general 
findings in her thesis*
First draw a line through your own name on page 1 or 2 (Vifait for 
this to be done)* Start on page one and follow the directions* liilhf 
you have finished, hand the papers in to me* Check to be certain 
that you have drawn a line through your own name#
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ACQ.UAINTANCESHIP TEST 
ACQUAINTANCESHIP WITH OTHER GIRLS
89
No. 16
Encircle one of the following: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, SeniorCheck the residence in which you live:North Hall _________ Sorority__ _______  (indicate which one)
New Hall ________
^ynadelphic _____
Own Family 
If not above, indicate residence
Listed below are the names of all girls in this Physical Education class. 
Encircle the apç>rqpriate response after each girl »s name to indicate how well 
you know her. Draw a line through your own name.
1. BELL, BETTY AD
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
2. CARRIG, LARLENE A
D
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
C. To some extent
3. COULSTON, BEVERLY AD
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
U. DONOVAN, PATRICIA AD
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
5. BGGER, RAMONA AD
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
6. FISHER, ELEANOR A
r
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
G. To some extent
7. GAETHKE, JAIŒ AD
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
8. GOULD, CAROL A
D
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
£.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
9. KINliEY, RUTH AD
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
10, KÜHNE, HELEN A
D
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
11. LOVELY, PATRICIA A
D
Nob at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Veiy well
c. To some extent
12. MAURER, MARY A
D
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
13. MAYFIELD, BETTY AD Not at all Fairly well B.E. Only slightly Very well c. To some extent
lU. MLLONS, KAYE A
D
Not at all 
Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
19. JYERS, SALLY AD Not at all Fairly well B.E. Only slightly Very well c. To some extent
16. PETESCH, SHIRLEY AD Hot at all Fairly well B.E,
Only slightly Very well c. To some extent
17. RADIGAN, JAYNE AD Not at all Fairly well B.E. Only slightly Very well c# To some extent
18. STAUDACHER, LOIS AD Not at all Fairly well B.E. Only slightly Very well c. To some extent
19. TRACY, BETTY A
D
Not at all Fairly well B.E. Only slightly Very well c. To some extent
20. ‘VINCENT, VALERIE A^Not at all DJFFairly well
B.
E. Only slightly Very well
c. To some extent
21. YOUNG, DARLENE AD
. Not at all 
. Fairly well
B.
E.
Only slightly 
Very well
c. To some extent
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UNLIMITED CHOICE TEST
k» List the girls in this class whom you List the girls in this class vfhom you
would like to have as your friends* would not like to have as your friends#
B* List the names of the. girls In ^Als List the names of the girls in this
class you would like to have as team- class you would not like to have as
mates for the athletic game or games teammates for the athletic game or
taught in this class# games taught in tJiis class#
C* List the names of the girls in this List the names of the girls in this
class you would like to have as class you would not like to have as
captains of the above team or teamso captains of the team or teams#
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